


URBAN TRANSFORMATIONS AND THE ARCHITECTURE

OF ADDITIONS

Rodrigo Pérez de Arce’s essay Urban Transformations and the Architecture of Additions was published during the formative stages of
postmodernism, at the point where theory was becoming seriously established. Jencks’ first essays formalising the term
postmodernism in architecture and the revised Learning from Las Vegas were published the previous year.
In planning terms, modernism had become associated with comprehensive redevelopment and forms of urban organisation

that ignored context, history and any sense of tradition. De Arce considered the essential nature of buildings and the richness of
historic urban form and explored how robust that essence was over time. He looked at the value of essential remnants and rich
complexities in maintaining a sense of continuity and relevance. Having explored the adaptation process in history, de Arce
went on to see how such a process might be simulated in contemporary cities with modern buildings, using additions and
layers to change them from objects in infinite windswept space to being part of a rich urban fabric which described urban
place. To do this he used concrete examples; housing schemes by James Stirling, new government centres in Chandigrah and
Dacca and more prosaic 1960s housing blocks.
The paper had a fundamental influence on the way that architects and planners thought about the nature of cities: as dynamic

organisms that were tangible to human beings, completely opposite to the systems thinking of the time. It contributed to ideas
about the importance of street, place and city block which influenced so much recent regeneration practice. As we enter a
phase of development where the reuse and adaptation of existing buildings is becoming paramount from both an economic
and sustainable point of view Pérez de Arce’s paper gives important insights into how to think about the process positively.
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INTRODUCTION

Julian Marsh

Rodrigo Pérez de Arce and his early experiences in Chile

Born in Santiago, Chile in 1948, Rodrigo Pérez de Arce grew up in an environment enthused with architecture. His father
Mario Pérez de Arce was a celebrated architect1 and one with a passion for European modernism, especially from Britain. His
interest came from a brief time spent working at the GLC in London, seeing their innovative work and that of the avant-garde
architectural scene. Importantly he took out subscriptions to leading architectural magazines such as the Architectural Association
Quarterly, the Architectural Review and Architectural Design and these fed the young Rodrigo’s interest, exposing him to some of
the most forward-thinking European architecture of the time.
Rodrigo grew up in a highly polarised social and political environment. Poverty was everywhere, with the shanty towns that

grew alongside every city a common sight. His childhood was a time of chronic inflation and there was much social unrest as
Chile tried to hold onto a stable democratic system.
By the mid-1960s, pressure for change brought to power a Christian Democrat government with a progressive agenda.

Under the leadership of Eduardo Frei it undertook a programme of wide-ranging social reforms and, understanding the need
to balance them with environmental improvements, Frei’s government also set out an ambitious housing programme and
planned extensive urban improvements overseen by CORMU (Corporación de Mejoramiento Urbano), their urban reform
corporation. CORMU were given extensive working powers, able to compulsory purchase land; design, build and sell their
developments. Staffed entirely by architects, they did this in an inspired and balanced way, reconstructing dilapidated districts as
well as demolishing them, creating new parks and, with the housing agency CORVI (Corporación de la Vivienda), building
new large-scale, avowedly social, housing developments.
These dramatic changes formed the background to Pérez de Arce’s commencement at the Catholic University of Santiago

where in 1966, after some deliberation, he enrolled to study architecture. CORMU’s approach to urban reform, and its pro-
motion of architects rather than planners, impacted directly on the way architecture was being taught in the Santiago School
with practitioner-teaching being encouraged.
One such architect-teacher was Jaime Bellata who had been recalled from practice in the United Kingdom by Eduardo Frei

to head up CORMU’s architects department. In 1969 he joined the teaching staff at Santiago, going on to become Pérez de
Arce’s thesis supervisor. Prior to emigrating to the UK, Bellata had been a member of the Valparaiso Group and his experi-
ences were to become available to Pérez de Arce as he developed his Diploma thesis in Santiago. For the young student, Val-
paraiso became the touchstone for his future work and his ideas on Urban Transformations.
Valparaiso is situated on the central Chilean coast and although only a town of some 275,000 inhabitants, it forms the centre of

Chile’s third largest conurbation with a multicultural population rooted in early twentieth-century immigration from pre-
dominantly Britain, Germany and Italy. Its hilly topography led to the formation of distinct ethnically-focused neighbourhoods,
each with their own kind of vitality, and the creation of an urban character for the whole city which was unique within Chile.
In 1952 its University became the home of a group of architects making a physical and philosophical break from the Santiago
School. Interested in working from experience, engaging in observation, learning by doing, collective making and multi-
disciplinary practice they were encouraged by the impossible topography and already developed self-build mentality of the
inhabitants of the city. One of their favourite techniques in trying to understand the vitality of Valparaiso’s urban life was the
observational drawing; looking, as Pérez de Arce says, ‘to capture the urban atmospheres’ (Pérez de Arce 2013).
By the mid 1960s the Valparaiso approach had found its way back to Santiago. Pérez de Arce fondly remembers his first two

years at University rambling around the city endlessly observing and sketching. The exquisite drawings from his later thesis
Valparaiso–Balcon Sobre El Mar show his ability to capture the essence of a place. He notes also observing how growing families
soon modified the new housing produced by CORVI. ‘One could see how the architects’ public statements in building
facades were the first areas to be transformed through dwellers initiatives: there was a tremendous vitality in these attempts to
redraw the dwelling through small extensions’ (Pérez de Arce 2013).
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With these influences and interests, the choice of Valparaiso as his final year thesis subject was not surprising, and in carrying
out the study, he came to see that the city had ‘become a kind of real-time laboratory for urbanistic experimentation with its
extraordinary topography, compactness and its cosmopolitan and functional mix’ (Pérez de Arce 2013). This, combined with
the radically open process of collective architecture he saw in the nascent work of the newly formed ‘Open City Group’, a radical
group of artists, architects and poets that formed around the school in 1970, was for him thoroughly absorbing and gave him much
research material to draw on then and later.
Contributing in 2003 to a book on the Valparaiso ‘Open City’ (Pérez de Arce, Pérez Oyarzun, Rispa 2003, p. 13–17), he

comments on the projects as having been ‘undertaken by the community as a whole with the roles of architect, client and often
inhabitant, coinciding’ and the normal relationships between those groups ‘being circumvented and exchanged for the physical
efforts of construction and also the knowledge acquired from the experience’. These comments, made many years after the
Transformation texts were written, show the genesis of the ideas of collaborative and anonymous authorship which are at the
heart of his transformation process.
Completing his Diploma in 1972, Pérez de Arce moved to London to continue his studies. This was a time of immense

turmoil in Chile where, by the early 1970s, politics had become dangerously polarised. In September of 1973 General Pinochet’s
military coup forced many radicals, architects prominently among them, to leave the country. A good many came to the UK as
political refugees. Interestingly that did not include Pérez de Arce who, encouraged by his father, had already arranged to study at
the Architectural Association some 6 months earlier.
The AA was then the most radical of all UK architecture schools and well known to both father and son from reading the

AA Quarterly Magazine to which they subscribed. Even though Paul Oliver, with whom Pérez de Arce wanted to study, had
just left as Head of School, the choice of this London School turned out to be a good one. Despite an overall focus on
politico-social agendas and not the urban history and morphology he wanted to study, he soon found a cadre of sympathetic
advisors and sources of inspiration in people like Leon Krier, Kenneth Frampton, Alan Colquhoun, Robin Evans and Fred
Scott, all teaching or visiting there at the time. These were architects and theorists who, whilst arguing from often very dif-
ferent standpoints, were all passionately engaged in the search for an architecture of wider relevance to society than that currently
being conceived and built.
The most significant of all these figures was Leon Krier, who both taught at the AA and worked in James Stirling’s practice.

Krier was very erudite, spoke three languages and along with members of the 9H Cosmopolitan Group Unit was able to give
Pérez de Arce access to numerous sources not yet translated into English.2

Figure 1 View of Valparaiso drawn by Rodrigo Pérez de Arce: From Valparaiso–Balcon Sobre El Mar: Diploma Thesis of Rodrigo Pérez de Arce:
Ediciones Nueva Universidad Pontificia Universidad Catolica De Chile. Vicerrectoria De Communicaiones
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On completion of his graduate studies and the publication of the first Urban Transformations article in Architectural Design,
Pérez de Arce joined the teaching staff at the AA before eventually returning in 1990, together with fellow Chilean Rene
Davids, to Santiago to teach at his alma mater.
The three papers included in this volume represent a development of Pérez de Arce’s ideas through early historical analyses

and theories of urban change to exploratory projections using real cities. Through further scholarship, teaching, practising and
the encouragement of real-life experiments in transformative architecture, he continues to develop his interest in the urban
process to this day, supporting a role for architects within it that is entirely unconventional.

Architects and planners: The poetic and the functional

There has been a strong tradition of architects’ involvement in the development of the city, from the early days of powerful
ruler-patrons through to the development of the modern discipline of urban planning. Often unfunded, their interest has been
both social and formal. In developing one of the most influential modernist urban prototypes, the Ville Contemporaine for
example, Le Corbusier worked without a client to develop a polemic which combined both social and systems engineering in
a zoned high-rise city of incredibly high density. Involvement in urbanism not only allowed him to set clear principles for the
organisation of the modern city but at the same time develop two fundamental architectural ideas at the largest of scales, the
notions of the ‘object building’ and of ‘free space’.
Within this formula the building is seen as an abstraction and the idea of ‘place’ is overtaken by the more objective systems

of transport and organisation, all arranged within a kind of infinite ‘space’.
Le Corbusier’s model was attractive to both architects and planners alike and a development of this approach became for-

malised through the activities of CIAM (The International Congresses of Modern Architecture) into a prescription termed the
‘The Functional City’. A zoned city plan organised using a set of scientifically derived design principles.
With a more pronounced interest in the relationship between the social and formal, many architects began to move away from

the principles of the ‘Functional City’ in the years following the SecondWorldWar. This was despite the massive reconstruction of
cities Europe-wide following those very principles. The reaction of many practitioners such as the Smithsons in the UK was to
regain the ground where they could most comfortably operate; the smaller scale, where environments and people interact and
where they could explore the benefits that new post-war materials and technologies could bring to people’s lives.
This was the same period when planning in Britain was becoming fully municipalised within a local authority structure

overtly influenced by the administrative and systems approaches of the ‘Functional City’. Under this regime, planning tended
to become a process more external to city life; about analytical diagrams and relationships between neighbourhoods with ideas
like ‘townscape’ applied to humanise it. Architects, because they were designing more directly for people, were more able to

Figure 2 The Hospederia Doble, Open City, Ritoque, Quintero by Alberto Cruz, Juan Mastrantonio and the Open City Group. Photo courtesy/
copyright of El Confín, Ciudad Abierta. Archivo Histórico José Vial A. Escuela de Arquitectura y Diseño PUCV
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marry the social, practical and contextual within a poetic or imaginative view of the city, one that eschewed systems. When
describing their approach the Smithsons, who had considerable influence on Pérez de Arce’s thinking, talk of ‘essence’ of ‘form
language’ and of ‘metaphor’ (Smithson and Smithson 1973, p. 23, 66–69). A far cry from the language of the new municipal
planning authorities whose parlance was of ‘land use’, ‘zones’, ‘nodes’, ‘conurbations’ and ‘neighbourhoods’.

The wider context in the post-war years

In the lead up to the early 1970s when Pérez de Arce was writing his initial Urban Transformations text, the argument about the
qualitative and the quantitative, the poetic and the rational, which embraces the whole spectrum of architecture, developed further.
Central to the debate was the primacy and role of the scientific method, essential to the functionalist approach of early modernists.
For those reacting against the scientific method, fertile ground was to be found in philosophy, with a focus on the notion of

‘being’, the need to reconnect with an uncritical, unselfconscious existence – just be. Part of a wider movement attempting to
reunite previously separated notions of ‘mind’ and ‘body’, this approach became termed ‘phenomenology’. It had obvious
implications for designers of the environment who sought out the writings of exponents such as Martin Heidegger (1889–
1976) and Gaston Bachelard (1884–1962) with their interest in what it meant ‘to dwell’ and to understand the ‘narrative of
place’ (Hale 2000, p. 100–105). Not surprisingly these philosophers saw a specific role for the poetic in reaching the essence of
such things, fundamental as it was to exploring qualities that were ‘evocative’.
For those trying to relate the qualitative and quantitative within the umbrella of logic, there were new disciplines that

attempted to place subjective areas of study within a rational framework. Within linguistics for instance, cultural objects were
analysed as sets of signs to decipher the rules by which they communicated meaning. The value to architecture, it was sug-
gested, was that buildings could be read as ‘cultural texts’ (Hale 2000, p. 131). Similarly, anthropologists studied cultural codes
through the relationships between family groups. Key to this approach was Claude Levi-Strauss (1908–2009) who, in his book
Structural Anthropology of 1958, developed the idea of ‘mythemes’ – the stories we concoct to make sense of society set within a
chaotic world. This notion of archetypal themes and narratives was also to become a powerful idea within the world of
architecture, particularly within the urban theories of the Italian Rationalists (Hale 2000, p. 146). Another significant con-
tribution of Levi-Strauss was the idea of ‘bricolage’. The spontaneous assemblage of pre-existing things, which later becomes
an important theme in Urban Transformations.
A third alternative logic was that of Marxism with ‘its interest in historical process as a background against which “reality” is

constructed and the future assessed’ (Maxwell 1977, p. 190). Again another set of ideas connecting with the past, something
that is starting become a common theme in the reactions to earlier modernist ideas.

Figure 3 Housing scheme on the model of the ‘Functional City’. Po Tat Estate. Hong Kong. Photographer unknown.
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Within all these intellectual explorations, however, is the search for a way to make architecture more relevant. The general
concern that architecture was failing to connect with people was an echo of a more general sense of alienation and lack of
cohesiveness in the post-war world. The liberalisation of thought, which allowed such varied philosophical approaches to
coexist, also coincided with an opening up of world communications, encouraging debate and the cross-fertilisation of ideas.
As a result, political activity became more complex with many crusading opportunities generated by racism, war and
inequality. All reinforcing a theme of uncertainty and alienation.
Architecture and planning were fully implicated in this. By the late 1960s the results of the ‘Functional City’ approach could

be experienced first-hand in new towns and cities and many did not like what they saw.

Should there be a Nuremberg trial or another Russell Tribunal to investigate the atrocities and slaughter committed to
the body of European cities and landscape? The ‘prisons’ would not be big enough; most architectural schools and the
institutions of the profession would fold – their ideas and building left (as in 1945), to rot on the rubbish dump of
history.

Leon Krier – intro to ‘Urban Transformations and the Architecture
of Additions’, Architectural Design, London 1978 (p. 218–221)

Similarly there was a sense that modernism, as it was expressed in these new developments, was a style belonging to developers and
big business and not in the service of the people who used and experienced them.

There is no logic that can be superimposed on the city; people make it, and it is to them, not buildings, that we must
fit our plans.

(Jacobs 1958, p. 160)

Postmodern architectural and urban responses

The attempts to redress the situation were various. In the USA, new approaches to architecture, and to some extent planning,
were explored by engaging with commercial culture head-on, exploring it through the eyes of phenomenologists, linguists and
those interested in reconnecting to history. Building heavily on the teachings of Louis Kahn (1901–1974), who saw archi-
tecture as the meeting of the scientific and the spiritual set within but transcending history (Lobell 2008), architects such as
Robert Venturi (1925–present) and Charles Moore (1925–1993) set out to make sense of, rather than change their particularly
‘American’ experience. This they did by embracing the complexities of life, seeking to place architecture at the heart of a
society and social structure that they generally accepted.
In Europe, responses were more complex and set against the background of a long and rich urban legacy accompanied by a

tradition of political action. Reactions to the perceived failure of modernism were varied, but fundamental to the ideas that
developed within Urban Transformations is the work of the architect Aldo Rossi (1931–1997).
Rossi set out in his book The Architecture and the City, a completely new way of thinking about the city. In direct

opposition to the modernist rejection of the past, he proposed the idea that history was a kind of framework
bearing the ‘imprint’ (Rossi 1982, p. 5) or record of events past and future, a framework made up of the artefacts of
the city.
As described by Peter Eisenmann in his excellent introduction (Rossi 1982, p. 3–11) to The Architecture of the City, Rossi

saw two kinds of ‘processes’ at work, the process of making and the process of time. Within the artefacts of the city are
described two kinds of ‘permanencies’: housing and monuments. These are its primary elements and condition its processes. To
this construct he introduced two very important concepts, that of the ‘significant place’ and that of the need to distinguish
between history and memory. ‘Significant place’ re-establishes an urban concept diametrically opposed to the modernist idea of
‘infinite space’ flowing through the ordered and zoned city. ‘Significant place’ is an ‘event’. It is more than form or space, it is
‘form plus life’.
History and memory have an interesting relationship in Rossi’s view, and are inextricably linked to function. History exists if

a form maintains its original function. If the form or building has been adapted to a different use, then we are in the realm of
memory.
This notion of memory relates the present condition of a building or urban artefact back to its original form or ‘type’, way

back when that form was invented. This power of a ‘type’ to refer back to an origin of memory which we all culturally share is
something that has fascinated architects and theorists since Vitruvius and of course relates strongly to Levi-Strauss’s idea of
‘mythemes’ as well as countering the modernist notions of ‘building as abstraction or object’.
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Similar to Rossi’s approach, prefaced on historical continuity, was the notion of the city as a kind of archaeological site. This
idea features strongly in the work of Giancarlo di Carlo (1919–2005), one of the leaders of Team X. Reading the signs of
the transformation of society through the layers of physical manifestation was seen by Di Carlo as essential to understanding the
human condition and therefore to be able to propose a relevant way forward in designing meaningfully for the future.
(McKean 2004).
Championed by fellow Italian Manfredo Tafuri (1935–1994), critical Marxist ideas were also fundamental to Rossi’s analysis

of the modern city and the formulation of his urban theories. Elsewhere in Europe, Marxist thinking was also proving popular,
whether as a means of establishing a revolutionary polemic, a connection back to common culture or history through a critical
framework, or as a means of establishing a recipe for direct action. As Robert Maxwell (1977, p. 187–188) so eloquently
explains, these approaches could represent a way to a shared and equal future on one hand, or a way of fighting for an equitable
outcome in the real world on the other.
An equitable outcome was among the goals of many contemporary UK activists at the time that Pérez de Arce joined

the AA in 1973. Reading copies of Architectural Design from the period, it is striking how much space is given to subjects like
housing, housing politics, adaptation and community-based action. Often with anarchist or far left political leanings, these
collaborative movements engaged people directly in community-based or simply constructed, self-build projects. Walter Segal,

Figure 4 Aldo Rossi: Exploring archetypes: The Monument to Sandro Pertini, Milan. Photo courtesy/copyright of Luciano Morpurgo
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one of the pioneers of the self-build movement developed ways of building that suited the limited skills of anyone and he
‘enabled’ people by designing with them using the found dimensions of manufactured items to reduce the labour involved.
Even the more avant-garde theorists at the AA such as Cedric Price and the Archigram Group had been working on
ideas for adaptive structures, this time with a hi-tech and cybernetic bent influenced by the earlier work of people like
N.J. Harbraken and the Smithsons as well as pop culture and a reverence for the British engineering tradition (Crompton
1999, p. 12).
On the continent, Lucien Kroll (1927–present) was also experimenting with the idea that the architect should not be a ‘sole

creator’. His method was to work with teams of designers, each independently contributing to the final work, much like
players in an orchestra. In this way and under his conductor-like leadership he was able to bring about the creation of buildings
that had an aesthetic reminiscent of long-term accretion through adaptation.
So in many ways the scene was set for a convergence of ideas of the kind that embodied the architectural association where

Pérez de Arce arrived at the beginning of a revolution. Building on a new system of vertical studios and designer-led units
introduced by John Lloyd a couple of years before, Alvin Boyarsky, the newly elected Chairman invited some of the most
avant-garde architectural thinkers of the time to take part. These included members of Archigram, Robin Evans, Leon Krier,
Bernard Tschumi, Dalibor Vesely, Elia Zenghelis, Nigel Coates, Zaha Hadid, Daniel Libeskind and Rem Koolhaas – among
many others. As a result, the time that Pérez de Arce spent there was a veritable hothouse of ideas from across the entire
spectrum of what architectural practice could be imagined as. It was also very importantly an entirely democratic and open
institution with consultation taking place at every level and tutors having to sell their studios to students in an open and
transparent market place. Pérez de Arce would have been free to engage and collaborate where he wanted and subsequently
understand the value of that freedom.

Figure 5 Medical Faculty housing. Louvain University, Belgium by Lucien Kroll. Photo courtesy/copyright of Peter Blundell Jones
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Publishing the texts

First published in April 1978, Urban Transformations was written in the first wave of postmodern architectural writings that
appeared in the UK. Coming much later than in America,3 they were presaged by an issue of Architectural Design dated March
1976 and entitled Volte Face. This predominantly covered UK practice and commented heavily on collaborative approaches,
but did include an interesting article by Richard MacCormac (1938–present) entitled Explicitness to Ambiguity (1976). By 1977
Architectural Design, had become the leading UK journal of the postmodernists, publishing a whole issue on the subject in April and
previewing Charles Jencks’ Language of Post-Modern Architecture which was published concurrently. Other issues that year took a
closer look at what was happening in Europe and America and covered the spread of urbanist, Marxist and historicist approaches,
some of which were missing from Jencks’ (1939–present) first attempts at classification in The Language of Post-Modern Architecture
(Jencks 1977) and A Genealogy of Post-Modern Architecture (Jencks 1977). The strangest omission is Aldo Rossi, who does not
appear in Jencks’ postmodernist timeline and is largely dismissed in the text. His work does appear in the revamped version of
the timeline in Architectural Design Vol 48 No. 1 1978, entitled Post-Modern History, but here again the limited mention is
disparaging.
Undoubtedly influenced by Aldo Rossi’s The Architecture of the City and using some of the same historical examples within its

polemic, as well as adopting Rossi’s ideas of history and memory, Urban Transformations was one of the first articles to bring
Italian urbanist theory to a UK audience.4,5 An interest in ‘Rationalism’, as it became known (and not to be confused with the
use of rationalism as a term within modernism), was already widespread in Europe where Rossi’s book was available in Italian,
Spanish and German. An important source of information for UK architects will have been an exhibition on Rationalism
which was mounted in London in 1975 by Leon Krier and Alan Colquhoun, containing projects by Rossi and others.
The exhibition was documented by Leon Krier in the 1978 book Rational Architecture published in France by Archives
d’Architecture Moderne.
Urban Transformations and the Architecture of Additions was Pérez de Arce’s Architectural Association graduate thesis completed in

1977 and it appeared in a number of forms, reiterations and examplary developments during the late 1970s and early 1980s (see
Appendix). Its initial publication, in a very shortened form entitled ‘The Monuments and the Urban Fabric’ was in Krier’s
Rational Architecture, Archives d’Architecture Moderne in 1978. This was quickly and more significantly followed by its fuller
publication in Architectural Design in April 1978 (A.D. Profile 12) as the focus for an issue entitled Urban Transformations with an
introduction by Leon Krier and contributions by Robin Evans (1944–1993) and the practice of Balderrassi, Grossi, Minardi.
Developed further over the next couple of years, the thesis was formally published in the UK by the Architectural Association
in 1980 as a small monograph with the title Urban Transformations. The final text included in this volume is an expansion of
one of the examples from this monograph entitled Runcorn Transformed (Pérez de Arce 1982) which was published in Lotus
International, an Italian magazine two years later.

What the texts say

Urban Transformations and the Architecture of Additions

This text is not an article in the conventional sense, but an exploration in words and drawings, using examples of historical
process to draw out general principles of urban transformation. The use of drawings is vitally important as they transcend the
analytical and take the work into that interesting world where the poetic and rational sit side by side. In this way principles are
explored which are not about organisation, but about process, time and, as Pérez de Arce learnt in Valparaiso, about describing
potential urban atmospheres. Or in Rossi’s parlance – ‘form plus life’.
It begins with an analysis of the ways in which a town can change and posits three modes of operation: urban

extension, urban replacement and additive transformation. Suggesting that the process of additive transformation has been
largely ignored, Pérez de Arce explains it as being the retention of the original nucleus of the town ‘transformed by a sedi-
mentary and incremental process of the addition of new parts’. Because it retains the nucleus rather than replacing it, the
process maintains the character of the town, its sense of continuity as a place and the ‘rhythm of its life’. Social disruption is
minimised and there are also environmental and economic benefits. Buildings are retained for longer with lower costs in
refurbishment.
Taking the idea of complexity as something that grows and develops in a socially meaningful way over time in a traditional

town, a comparison is made with the complexities that might exist in a modern town. Reduction is found on many levels in
the modern example: through repetition of form and lack of spatial identity, through centralised control and lack of functional
variety. The ‘Functional City’ principle of zoning separates out functions into single uses causing this lack of ‘mix’.
Suggesting that there are many ways for the process of continuous adjustment to take place in a traditional town, the

article begins the task of exploring and illustrating them using historical examples. It begins with ‘quarrying’, making new
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buildings out of found material. The creativity with which this is done fascinates the author, as does the ability to preserve
history as part of living and used urban fabric, ‘utilitarian preservation’ as opposed to the ‘setting in aspic’ of the archaeologist
and conservation architect. Using the example of Rome, Pérez de Arce shows how the ‘bricolage’ that took place there
illustrates with much more accuracy the events following the sack of the city than any archaeological preservation could have
done. The story of greater levels of adaption of retained existing structures is told through the buildings of significance to
the new culture: the churches, the houses and the shops. A wealth of examples are explored to see how they reinvented
the significant buildings of the old culture: the temples, triumphal arches and amphitheatres. Using this approach, not only
are the formal mechanisms of transformation explored, but also the cultural rationale behind them. The symbolic value of
temples as sacred monuments, for instance, was appropriated by conversion to churches, with new elements such as towers
added to deny the previously pagan associations. The discussion of what happened to amphitheatres takes this up a scale to the
city level and introduces the idea of embedding. A quote from Aldo Rossi regarding amphitheatres of Arles and Nimes is
particularly apt.

but an extraordinary event, one of the most extraordinary moments in the history of humanity transforms its function;
a theatre is transformed into a city…

(Pérez de Arce 1978, p. 242)

Several examples are given of how this building type, of extraordinarily strong form and specificity of function is changed and
absorbed into the ordinary city fabric. At Arles it is transformed into a citadel. In Lucca it becomes a public square. In Nimes a
series of streets and places and in Florence it is absorbed completely. Sometimes the structure is still visible, sometimes just the
shape. In all cases the pre-existing memory is retained.
Continuing with the theme of adaptation at a city scale two further examples are explored, that of Spalato, another favourite

example of Aldo Rossi and discussed in his book The Architecture of the City,6 and that of Cuzco in Peru.
The Spalato example is important in that it sets the scene for some of the article’s later explorations within modernist cities.

A large-scale palace-cum-city for the retirement of the Emperor Diocletian, it was built from scratch in a very short time and
then abandoned and left to decay for 300 years. The sack of an adjacent city saw the refugees inhabiting Diocletian’s ruins,
quarrying the remains, but also adopting and adapting its very strong formal layout to the needs and habits of their culture.
Interestingly, new buildings were built for the richer inhabitants, whilst the poorer resorted to adaptation of existing structures
and building on the periphery. The transformation of Spalato took place gradually, but at Cuzco, the other large-scale example,
the transformation was rapid and internalised. Following its brutal sacking by the Spaniards, the land was divided amongst the
conquerors and within a few decades its internal shape had radically changed. Whilst the overall layout of the city was still
maintained, the spaces and buildings were entirely transformed. The most radical change was to the huge central square of the
Inca fabric which was infilled to make several smaller, improved spaces, thus suggesting that ‘it is in the nature of the urban
layout that it can be interpreted in several different ways without losing its quality’.
The importance of these examples to Pérez de Arce is that they show the robustness and permanence of the urban plan

through time and contingency and that the definition of transformation can also encompass additive growth within the con-
straints of the existing context. They also support the next stage of the article which tries to develop an understanding of the
principles and rules that condition the transformation process.
The first of these is that ‘towns need permanence as much as they need transformation’. What the permanence gives is a

sense of the town’s cultural memory and a sense of itself which has been built up over time.
The second is the need for a network of meaningful places within a town to give cohesiveness to the transformation process.

Without this sense of a town’s structure given by the relationship of places rather than systems of transport or activity zone, the
transformation process is too fragmented to be effective.
A third principle is the need to understand the relationship between temporary and permanent elements in the city. Pérez de

Arce singles out the plan of the town as an example of a permanent element, explaining that although this can be modified, it can
only be done in such a way as the essential relationships of the plan are maintained.
Following Rossi’s ideas, he identifies monuments as permanent elements and quotes Rossi, confirming their importance as

‘differentiated from the fabric of the towns by their architecture, urban location, symbolic value and their fixation in time’. He
then uses the characteristics of the monument to elucidate another principle – that despite their generally very precise and
definitive forms, the robustness of monuments actually allows great possibilities for radical transformation. Drawing more generally
from this example he goes on to explore the relationship between built form and function, suggesting that the form of the building
often exists long after the needs and functions for which it was designed have disappeared and therefore ‘built form is
ambiguous in relation to function’. This is important because it is what allows us to continue to use structures over time. There
will also be a symbolic meaning of some kind embedded within a building which will always be there, but this also has an
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ambiguous relationship to the architecture and as shown in the previous historical examples of Roman temples, can be
manipulated.
By the use of historical examples Pérez de Arce is able to stress the lengths of time that these processes need to take. He is also

clear that the pace of change and transformation needs to be variable. Just as we often need to reflect on our actions to under-
stand them, he points out that periods of transformation need to be followed by periods of stabilisation. This is the
period when the building, its use and the expectations of how well that use should be supported, all match. He suggests
that this is a moveable feast and brings into the discussion something that he has written much more on since – the idea of
completeness.
Completeness is seen as a cultural concept, very much related to societies’ expectations. At the building level we currently

see a building as complete when it is ready to photograph and occupy. But what about a building’s life as it is inhabited, the
changes that occur as people settle in? What about buildings that are designed to accept change or look unfinished? The author
uses the example of brutalist buildings like those of the Smithsons, which because of the use of board marked concrete in their
interiors looked and felt unfinished to many users at that time.
Another culturally determined principle of transformation concerns the limits of cultural imagination. Looking from outside,

as a cultural analyst, it is important to understand that the transformation process will not only depend on the technical abilities
of a society, its functional needs and cultural beliefs, but also its politics, its economics, its physical context, and of course
happenstance. Everything in fact that makes up the wider context of the moment. This is the challenge for contemporary
architects wanting to make transformative proposals that are practical, relevant and open to the future. Proposals that understand
both culture and urbanity.
Focusing down from these wider and more theoretical issues, Pérez de Arce provides us with a page of detailed studies of

transformative types in both place and building with ideas initially generated from historical precedent. These simple sectional dia-
grams provide both principles and recipes for ways in which change may take place at a more detailed level. Significantly the
diagrams also include some explorations of how the strategies might be applied to the ubiquitous modernist point block and
this starts the text off in a new direction; envisioning how to transform the products of ‘the Functional City’.
In the final part of the article therefore, the approach becomes speculative. The transformation process is explored through

propositions that might have occurred in historical situations and might usefully occur in the city forms that we now inhabit.
The projects illustrated are authored by Pérez de Arce and others with similar concerns, and they range from small-scale
interventions right up to major urban transformations of the type illustrated in Cuzco and Spalato. The most significant of
these is the project that reorders Le Corbusier’s state capital at Chandigarh.
Highly respectful of the genius of Le Corbusier, Pérez de Arce’s intervention is nevertheless his most radical. Although

beautifully ordered, Le Corbusier’s central capital area is the classic modernist composition of object buildings in space referred
to earlier. Significant public places are paved, but surrounded by parkland rather than urban fabric. Referencing Nolli’s plan of
Rome, a great favourite of postmodernist architects because of its depiction of the city as civic realm, Pérez de Arce experi-
ments with the introduction of city blocks of a particular human scale to define the civic realm of Chandigarh in the way of
the traditional city. In a single stroke, and using the device of the garden as a framework for initial enclosure, he is able to
make a place of convincing habitation, variety and richness of scale and activity which is not there in Corbusier’s plan and
demonstrate the power of his transformational approach.

Urban Transformations

Unlike the other two articles, this text was published as a unique volume and quality artefact using further developed drawings
as the focus. It is in two parts, theory and projects. An introduction by Demetri Porphyrios (1949–present) places the text in
the context of the failures of modern planning and Universalist objective thinking. Whilst welcoming the interest in healing
the modern city and bringing back the perspective of history, Porphyrios points out that within such a capitalist industrial
world, the reintroduction of such a tradition and culture can only exist at the level of art. He goes on to acknowledge Pérez de
Arce’s understanding of this, suggesting that his way of dealing with it is through an engagement with the language of history
and the ruin, but hinting at, perhaps, the impossibility of the endeavour within the real world of economics and politics.
The Author’s text is in the form of a statement which explains the transitional nature of the work, continually looking for

‘the correct identification of a problem’. In particular, he highlights the way in which drawings have been used both analyti-
cally and as a way of developing ideas, and through their character bringing a sense of history and the continuing urban process
to the endeavour.
Reaffirming the propositions of Urban Transformations and the Architecture of Additions he lists the three types of urban

transformation that he has identified: the recycling of architectural elements; the re-appropriation of ruins and urban fragments;
and the transformations of inhabited buildings. The important point is that these transformations intensify use, whilst the
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modern city, with its expansionist mind-set has a tendency towards fragmentation. His thesis, which is explored through the
projects and drawings of this text, is that the modernist city can be grown through internal transformation rather than
expansion, using the same mechanisms that have been employed throughout history, thus reversing the inevitable tendency
towards fragmentation.
Internal transformation forms the basis of the drawn projects which make up the second part of the monograph. Here the projects

that we saw briefly in Urban Transformations and the Architecture of Additions, working with Chandigarh and Dacca, are explained
in a little more detail and they are joined by a third project transforming a part of the (then) New Town of Runcorn. This
gives another graphic example of how, using the principles he has derived, the ‘Functional City’ can be re-urbanised and
refocused.

Runcorn Transformed

The final text focuses entirely on the Runcorn Transformation project referred to above and is subtitled ‘a long term check’. It
was published only a couple of years after the monograph, so this doesn’t refer to a retrospective view of the project, but rather
of the what might happen over time to the form of the New Town. The choice of Runcorn is interesting; firstly, because it
was one of the most radical and abstract of the New Town Plans produced, but also because it very clearly illustrates the need
to deal with the monotony of scale and purpose that was a feature of many urban projects of the time.
Pérez de Arce will have been familiar with Runcorn because of his involvement with Leon Krier, who worked on

James Stirling’s housing scheme at Runcorn, and he was particularly interested in Stirling’s strategy of leaving the corners of
the development open to encourage later community intervention.7 His interest in the idea of New Towns though
comes from his experiences in South America, where they were seen as completely legitimate answers to the shanty
town growth at the edge of cities, and as a concept, fulfilled some of the aspirations of a young and developing Third World
country.

Figure 6 Runcorn: The open corner of James Stirling and Partner’s Southgate Development showing the potential for a community building. James
Stirling/Michael Wilford fonds Collection Centre Canadien d’Architecture/Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montréal
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This third text was first published in Lotus International in both Italian and English, and contains an extensive explanation
accompanied by quite a few new drawings not included in the monograph. The first section of the text explores the very
important question of whether it is actually possible, despite the will and resources, to create from new, a town that can
quickly grow its own legitimate urban culture. In the case of Runcorn, Pérez de Arce suggests that because of its low density,
diagrammatic rather than meaningful ordering and obsessive separation of traffic from the other components of everyday life,
there is not a convincing urban narrative. The transformation project, therefore, is an exploration within one particular and
more promising part of the town – the Southgate Estate, of the potential through densification, reinterpretation of the plan
with meaningful places and the provision of a new overlaying narrative to support an urban culture. He suggests that the
principles used might be explored more widely within the town as the (plentiful) non-spaces and buildings are re-appropriated
over time.
In order to develop his specific project the author describes and analyses the form of the existing town, quite rightly

pointing out the strangely interdependent juxtaposition of village and mega-structure within the concept and the effect that
the transport systems have in modifying the landscape. The Southgate Housing is very much part of the central area and
atypical of the village typologies employed in the other housing areas. Inspired more by Georgian terraces and squares,
Southgate aspires to the creation of an urban realm, but misapplies the model. By confusing backs and fronts and public and
private, no public realm is created, compounding a contradiction at the larger scale too, where the potential formality of the
overall plan is denied.
A more detailed analysis of the building type confirms the confusion of public and private realm and of primary and secondary

routes within the deck access model. But it is the imposing nature of the three-storey blocks, and their overall horizontality that
interests the author. He sees them as reminiscent of an ancient and monumental viaduct typology, inappropriate for housing as
it has no middle scale and easily confused with the major-scale civic buildings such as ‘Shopping City’. The temple of Abu
Symbel in Egypt suggests a solution and in the accompanying project drawings he explores how, using a middle-scale inha-
bitation, the monumental scale can be transformed. The drawn project also includes a clear exposition of how to remake the
central urban realm, turning the shopping city inside out, inhabiting and infilling the non-spaces and knitting together the civic
elements with new public spaces.
In the final paragraphs of the article, the lessons from the project are turned into principles for the ‘long term’; re-establishing

the continuity of urban fabric; encouraging the distinctive development of places with identity; indentifying the public heart
and investing them with symbols of public life; de-monumentalising the fabric and clarifying the public and private within the
structure of the town. The process by which this might happen is also thought about, and seen as only being possible to
implement within a collaborative framework.

The contribution of Urban Transformations

The unique contribution of Urban Transformations in its various forms was to take much of the Rationalist thinking of the time,
test it using the events of history and, whilst explaining concepts such as ‘ambiguity of form’ and the ‘role of significant
buildings’ in plain language, knit them into a general theory of adaptation processes. It proposed a way in which cities could
grow and change symbiotically as an alternative to the comprehensive redevelopment of the recent past. By emphasising
‘adaptive transformation’ as a way to consolidate the heart of the urban realm he gave us a true alternative to both the urban
sprawl and the wholesale regeneration within cities which has often been so harmful.
Much damage had already been done to our existing cities and new cities had been built on the basis of models that did not

encourage culturally significant processes of change. So Pérez de Arce went on to show how his ideas could be applied to
rescue and heal the products of modernist thinking. How, by the careful and respectful reworking of the ‘Functional City’ it
was possible to give it the qualities of the traditional city that were missing. All done by understanding the importance of urban
hierarchy, affirming the cultural significance of buildings, and employing different strategies at different scales to encourage
adaptive processes.
Reference was made earlier in this discussion to the relationship between the rational and the poetic. Urban Transformations

clearly recognises the importance of the poetic imagination in the making of socially creative urbanity. It is there in the promise
of the ruin and the speculation of many possible futures and narratives of the past that it gives us. It is also there in the idea of
the irreducible structures and ‘monuments’ of the City which carry its memory. These are the things that give a place its
cultural identity. It is the poetic that the systems-designed new town of Runcorn was completely devoid of, and why the
transformation project reasserting a human dimension at its heart is so important as a lesson for planners and architects working
at the urban scale.
Teaching by example is common in the education of both planners and architects, and the texts are as important for their

use of examples as they are for their writing. Making some unusual concepts easily understood, the examples tell a story which
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resonates with everything we know about vibrant and viable cities. Illustrated in a style that references antiquity, and the
romantic’s view of it, the notion of a historical continuum is suffused throughout the texts, extending into and inspiring the
vision of the predictive schemes.
A visual approach to planning is clearly important as a foil to the zoned city systematisation, but it is also important as a way

of describing the way the urban fabric and social life of the city interact. The qualities of place cannot be inferred from dia-
grams, they need to benefit from those lessons Pérez de Arce learnt in his youth, describing through drawing the ‘urban
atmospheres’ of Valparaiso. There are of course similarities here with the ‘townscape’ approach of Gordon Cullen, but he
lacked the accompanying historical analysis and his theoretical framework seems considerably more abstract. The drawn
examples and speculative propositions also give form to many of the notions that were fundamental to contemporary thinking
in the late 1970s. Ideas concerning the relationship between architecture and archaeology, and the connection between use,
form, history and memory. The consideration that the city is never finished and the architectural object is not that which we
see when it is built and published was then an alien concept. It was a new, if now rather obvious, idea that the life of a place or
building develops with occupation and its form does not depend on its original use for continued value. Different uses over
time imbue a building with different memories and meanings – much like the layers of archaeology.
This emphasis on the importance of process and time itself, particularly in relation to adapting individual buildings, was

completely new and contrary to the self-conscious, forward-looking, modernist world. There were resonances, however, with
the contemporary self-build collective movement of the time, as communal intervention was one of the possible mechanisms
by which adaptive action could be taken. Although not explicitly described in the Urban Transformations texts, the political
aspects of transformation are seen as an important issue, explored in a number of later papers by the author, as is the issue of
authorship.8 In the processes described by Pérez de Arce, authorship must necessarily become more anonymous, as in the
manner of the bricoleur, the largely unselfconscious adapter and re-inventor of form identified by Claude Levi-Strauss and
taken up in Urban Transformations.
In many ways one could describe Pérez de Arce as a kind of bricoleur himself – although hardly unselfconscious. In writing

Urban Transformations he brought together a whole series of ideas, European, American and English, and whilst making them
understandable for a more general audience, developed an approach and a body of theory that was unique; a holistic approach to
adaptation in the urban realm.

What was the possible influence of the texts and what is their relevance today?

Clearly the texts were influential within avant-garde UK and European circles, encouraged in their publication by
important thinkers and designers such as Leon Krier and Demetri Porphyrios, and meriting continued re-publication and
development.
Teaching at the Architectural Association was also an important source of influence, with many of Pérez de Arce’s students

going on to become influential architects in the UK and elsewhere. In an interview with Jonathan Sergison of Sergison Bates
(Cosmin 2009, p. 26–33), a celebrated UK practice, the debt owed to his teacher is acknowledged and in writing about his own
working methods (Bates and Sergison 1999, p. 220–233) he makes numerous references to ‘change and transformation’, ‘the
provision of enabling systems or frameworks’ and ‘the reuse and reconfiguration of everyday materials’, all concepts rehearsed
within the Urban Transformations texts. Pérez de Arce himself feels that it is the group of architects that formed around Sergison
Bates and Caruso St. John that may have learnt the most from his work in the UK, with their avowedly contextual, initially
non-aesthetic and urbanistic approaches (Pérez de Arce 2013).
The influence of the author was also going to be substantial on his return to Chile where he taught a generation of archi-

tects now at the heart of the South American avant-garde. Issue No. 61 of Revista Internacional de Arquitectura showcases the
work of one such student, Mauricio Pezo (1973–present) of Pezo von Ellrichshausen, and contains supporting articles by the
well-known experientialist Juhani Pallasmaa (1936–present) and also by Pérez de Arce. Pezo von Ellrichshausen’s own
descriptions (Gili 2012) of the projects that are illustrated are simple and straightforward and talk of the nature of ruins,
memory and sedimentation. The work itself is beautifully elegant and sensual, using strong archetypal forms that will accept
change gracefully.
Sebastian Irarrazaval, another influential Chilean architect taught by Pérez de Arce was responsible for the design of the 2000

Biennale in Santiago (Irarrazaval 2001). Using a redundant railway station as the location, Irarrazaval did the ultimate trans-
formative adaptable project, introducing pavilions and entrance porticos made from single and stacked shipping containers, all
complete with their original company graphics.
Pérez de Arce’s interest in an open systems architecture, where physical and conceptual frameworks can guide and enable an

adaptive way of working over a period of time is hinted at in the Urban Transformations texts and developed more fully in later
papers.9 As a student he was aware of the ideas of Harbraken and Cedric Price (1934–2003) and witnessed a formative
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built experiment, the 1970 Previ Lima Peru development of adaptable and extensible housing, writing an introduction to a
book on the project (Torres et al. 2008). Pérez de Arce’s Chandigarh Transformation is a more ambitious and subtle extension
of this kind of concept. A more recent example, this time within Chile, is Elemental’s Quinta Monroy Housing Scheme, also
the subject of an essay by Pérez de Arce and Felipe De Ferrari (Pérez de Arce, De Ferrari 2008, p. 118). A scheme for
rehousing squatters on the land they already occupied, this project provided high-density basic accommodation arranged in
such a way as to allow adaptation and expansion. The essay suggests that a strong and stark form organises individual
changes within the whole composition like ‘a well resolved collage’ (Pérez de Arce, De Ferrari 2008, p. 118). It also gives an
interesting insight into the politico-social groupings within the development and the effect that had on the amount of
transformation.
There is no doubt that this kind of open adaptive thinking continues to have worldwide resonances today in the work of

groups like Urban Prescriptions in Spain,10 2012 Architecten11 in Holland and in the development of projects like the UK -00
Wiki House Open Source Construction Set.12 These contemporary approaches range from the subversive to the collaborative

Figure 7 The Quinta Monroy Housing Scheme, Brazil by Elemental – ‘as completed’ and ‘as transformed’. Photograph ‘as transformed’ courtesy of
Cristobal Palma. Photograph ‘as completed’ by Tadeuz Jalocha, courtesy/copyright of Elemental
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and from the super-contextual to the abstract, but they all relate to the idea of an open, transformative, time-conditioned
architecture with an interest in the adaptation of objects, found or made. They are also accompanied by a strong thread of
interest in archetypes, layers of occupation and complexities.
But where is the evidence of an influence for Urban Transformations on the more general making of urban form? Many of the

built works of the 1970s and 1980s have since been derided, often seen as a shallow and commercialised attempt to gain
acceptance through lazy appropriation of style and symbol. In urban terms the important lesson of the ‘ordinary building’ as a
maker of urban space was never really appreciated, with architects continually trying to make every building special. Despite
this, it is elements of postmodern urban thinking that have continued to resonate, particularly in the West.
Whilst discarding a lot of the theory, the New Urbanism movement has rediscovered an interest in place-making,

urban hierarchy and context, and this has been combined with a focus on community and neighbourhood (Haas 2008). An
influential movement in the USA, it has formally acknowledged the influence of Leon Krier in the development of its guiding
principles and Krier’s design for Poundbury in Dorset is one of the prime examples of New Urbanism in Britain. Within its
tenets are an emphasis on working with local history and an understanding of hierarchy of building type. Unfortunately the results
have felt more suburban than urban. The take-up has been mono-cultural and middle class, and the settlements subsequently built
have been constructed as instant ‘new towns’, ignoring the importance of process, time, growth and adaptation. Their con-
ception doesn’t allow for the rather messy but life-enhancing process of change in both fabric and social mix and as a result
they have become characterised with the image of ‘lifestyle’ marketing.
New Urbanism as a movement has, however, had a fundamental influence on more recent regeneration practice in Britain;

its ideas promoted in a handbook entitled The Urban Design Compendium (Llewellyn Davies 2000). Promoted by English
Partnerships as a rule book for planners and urban designers, this work conditioned much of the urban development com-
pleted prior to the financial crisis of 2007 that brought investment virtually to a halt.
Although favouring ‘brown field’ redevelopment, the results have been disappointing and there have been a number of

reasons, most of which point to the need for a reappraisal of the Urban Transformations texts for the clues they give us to a better
way forward.
Despite the lessons of the post-war period, regeneration in the twenty-first century has focused once again on comprehensive

redevelopment, demolishing large areas of existing buildings and, in the desire to create something new and impressive,
introduced the notion of the ‘iconic’ building. There was little of the continuity that could have been given by knitting in
new developments with old, and too many ‘special’ buildings, all demanding attention whilst having very little cultural sig-
nificance. An iconic office block cannot possibly have the same importance to society as a theatre, library or community centre.
New developments such as Salford Quays or the Olympic Village seem barren and vacuous as a result, and the ‘places’ that
were made lack purpose, having no resonance with a sometimes impressive site history. Despite place-making being an
important focus of the Urban Design Compendium, the ‘essential’ need for and of a place was often not understood, resulting
in public spaces without locus and dominated by non-contextual iconic buildings.
The master plan was used extensively in all major cities, but often thoughtlessly. Commonly announced with great fanfare as

‘fait accompli’ grand designs by local authorities vying for economic status, they were deterministic rather than incremental
long-term growth and change strategies. As a result the expectations they raised warped property values and fomented objec-
tions, seeding their own inability to be properly implemented.
There were also problems caused by the increasing ‘privatisation’ of public space, and these continue. Anna Minton has

catalogued the increasing incidence of streets, malls and other significant areas of public realm being taken into private own-
ership through comprehensive redevelopment. She describes a world of increasing private security use, the alienation of the
poorer elements of society through exclusion from public places and homogeneity of experience being brought about by the
consumerist, ‘designed’ approach to change in urban centres (Minton 2006).
The current economic conditions have given us a chance to seek new answers, and people are discovering how to operate

within a more impoverished status quo. They are looking at how to revalue the existing structure of the city, its form, its
history, its memories, its existing buildings and its communities. Incremental development is now becoming the norm and
communities are being given new powers of decision making within the process, harking back to those concerns of the 1960s.
Many cleared sites remain though, left behind by the financial crisis that began in 2007 and we are as unpractised in how to
knit these back into what remains of original city fabric as we are in how to transform redundant buildings into useful and
contextually significant entities. Urban Transformations has some lessons for us here, showing us what to value in urban form and
what we can be less precious about. It gives us clues about how to engage in a time-conditioned process rather than the
making of a ‘product’. It suggests how to provide structure and support to a practical and poetic process; one that can have a
life of its own rather than be overly controlled by formal planning. Last, but entirely contemporary as a concern, it shows us
how important the individual community member, agent or bricoleur is in making rich and socially transformative activity
actually work.
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We have of course another greater imperative facing us: that of global warming. With this comes a responsibility to reduce,
recycle and reuse. In a world of shrinking resources, growing populations and fuel poverty, the adaptation and recreation of
structures from existing material becomes of paramount importance. A new economic and political sensitivity will need to
grow up around this imperative if we are to avoid the worst consequences of climate change. A sensibility that is completely in
tune with the processes and value systems proposed in Urban Transformations, one which will have to understand and take note
of the lessons of history.

Dull, inert cities, it is true, do contain the seeds of their own destruction and little else. But lively, diverse, intense
cities contain the seeds of their own regeneration, with energy enough to carry over for problems and needs outside
themselves.

(Jacobs 1961, p. 462)
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2010 ‘The Re Urbanization of Chandigarh Capitol Area, A Distant Episode’. Published in ‘Re-urbanizing the city’ in Le

Corbusier, Chandigarh and the Living City Insights into the iconic city sixty years later. Hassan Uddin Khan, Julian Beinhart,
Charles Correa Eds. Mapping Publishing

Related text by the Author (not previously referenced)

2009 ‘Critical Fabrications: On Toys for Living’ Published in New Architecture in China

Notes

1 In 1989 Mario Pérez de Arce was awarded the biennial National Architecture Award, given for a lifetime’s service dedicated to architecture.
2 The 9H Cosmopolitan Group Unit, Ricky Burdett, Wilfred Wang, Jose Paulo dos Santos et al. were translating European texts into English
and introducing Spanish, Portuguese, Swiss and Italian activities and urban agendas to the London scene.

3 Articles with a fully fledged postmodern theme were appearing in Oppositions, A Journal for Ideas and Criticism in Architecture published by the
Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies, Cambridge Mass. as early as 1973.

4 It is interesting to note that the Spanish Edition of The Architecture and the City available to Pérez de Arce at this time did not include any illus-
trations. It was much later, and after the publication of Urban Transformations, that he became aware of the coincidental use of the same case studies.

5 Robert Maxwell’s article ‘Tafuri, Culot and Krier, the role of ideology’ (Architectural Design Vol 47 No. 3 1977) makes a substantial mention of
Manfredo Tafuri and Aldo Rossi.

6 The example of Spalato was not sourced from Aldo Rossi’s book but was originally seen described in Forum, a Dutch architecture magazine, in
an article written by Jacob Bakema that predated The Architecture and the City.

7 James Stirling was familiar with Pérez de Arce’s transformation of his Southgate project and purchased one of his drawings of the project,
inviting him to the office to discuss his approach.

8 See ‘Critical Fabrications: On Toys for Living’ Published in New Architecture in China 2009 and texts in Note 9.
9 See Torres et al. 2008 Time Builds; the experimental housing Project Previ Lima, genesis and outcome. Text in English and Spanish. Gustavo Gilli,
Barcelona. Introduction by Rodrigo Pérez de Arce and Pérez de Arce R. De Ferrari F. 2008 ‘The Raw and the Cooked: Past, Present and
Future in Quinta Monroy, Iquique’ Published in Wohnmodelle Housing Models Experimentation and Everyday Life Oliver Eisler Michael Rieper and
Kunstlerhaus Wien eds Folio Verlag Vienna 2008.
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10 www.recetasurbanas.net
11 www.2012architecten.nl
12 www.wikihouse.cc
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URBAN 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

f 

1 Roman and Byzantine columns in sanctuary, room of Al-Naqah Mosque 2 House in the Roman Campagna decorated with archaeological fragments . 

& The Architecture of Additions 
The various modes in which towns are expanded, 
renovated and updated are broadly restricted to 
three basic types: 
Urban growth by extension - characterised by the 
urbanisation of new areas which are incorporated 
into the town; 
Growth by substitution - which occurs whenever 
new urban elements replace the pre-existing ones, 
and involves demolition and reconstruction; 
Growth by additive transformation - in which an 
original nucleus is transformed by a sedimentary 
and incremental process of addition of new parts. 

This third form of growth has been almost 
completely ignored in reeent periods of urban 
development, and the notion of a balanced form 
of development has been disregarded in favour of 
indiscriminate and wild urban extension, often 
combined with unrestricted destruction and 
renewal. 

Additive transformation is only one of the 
possible mechanisms of growth and change, but it 
presents some characteristics which are important 
for the quality of the town. 
First, by being a gradual and organised incor
poration of parts into an existing core, it implies 
the use of a pre-existing structure, and by doing so 
it extends the likelihood of this being in use for a 
prolonged period. 
Second, by being based on the retention of what 
a1ready exists, additive -transformation allows for 
a form of development characterised by its low 
cost in both social and material terms: it doesn't 
necessi tate the compulsory migration which -
whether temporary or permanent - is required in 
other cases. Some kind of continuity of the normal 
rhythm of Iife in the affecte-d area is maintained; 
and the material costs are low since extensive use is 
made of existing elemen ts and facilities. 
Third, because it is a sedimentary process, additive 
transformation ensures a sense of continuity in the 
construction of the town, and a sense of 'place' in 
both historical and spatial terms: in historical 
terms, because it is in this way that the city builds 

upon itself, and buildings become repositories of 
successive interventions; and in spatial terms, 
because a true complexity and a meaningful variety 
arise from the gradual accumulation of elements 
which confirm and reinforce the space in an incre
men taI process. This sense of con tinui ty is further 
reinforced by the intelligenee of successive 
generations which, through trial and error, 
produces a type of architeeture which, by being 
so meaningful in social terms, by being elaborated 
with the concurrence of so many people, becomes 
a1m ost necessarily a product of great quality. 

How different has been the approach to all 
forms of development (including naturally urban 
development) in the modern period when 

society squanders its resources as though 
permanent abundanee were no less than the 
obligation of history .1 

The idea that the old meehanisms by which towns 
evolved are no longer valid for the modern town 
has gained support with the belief that the com
plexity of the modern town has reached such a 
degree that it has become a unique phenomenon in 
the history of planning, and totally isolated from 
past experience. 

But this supposed complexity is in many 
respects a fallacy. Considered ·from the point of 
view of their fabrie, of their architecture, modern 
towns appear to have a poor, sometimes very loose, 
and frequently mechanical and repetitive structure 
of spaces. Spatial identity is often non-existant and 
the types of accommodation it is possible to find 
in modern developments are alm ost always very 
standardised and reduced to a minimum of set 
variations. 

This reduction of complexity can be experienced 
at many levels and it is perhaps very much tied up 
to a centralised system of contro!. Thus the hyper
market which caters for a vast number of inhabi
tants is completely isolated and more elementary 
as a building than the supermarket which at least 

3 

has to keep some relationship to the immediate 
context. Traditionally the same volume of trans
actions took place in an infinity of small shops, 
a1leys, arcades and market squares. The significance 
of a traditional structure of commerce upon the 
spatial strueture of the town is of very great 
importance. 

Also from the point of view of the activities 
which take place in the town, there has been a 
radical change into a pattern of highly segregate 
zones where different activities take place in 
isolation . The disastrous effeet of 'zoning' has been 
widely discussed but it is worth repeating that 
zoning constitutes yet another form of compulsory 
and ruthless schematisation of the town into 
elementary and well-defined parts, which can be 
more readily administered from a central body. 

Whether buildings are used as quarries to extraet 
building materials, as foundations for emergent 
buildings, as support for additional structures, 
whether they are rearranged, subdivided, added to , 
or transformed in terms of modifying their 
structure of connections and aeeess, whether they 
are upgraded in terms of their quality for habita
bility or whether they are changed in terms of their 
symbolic role - the variations indicate gradations 
only on an overall process of eontinuous adjustment, 
rearrangement and transformation which occurs 
constantly and at different levels to the towns. 

The selective and organised salvage of compo
nents is but one way of building with inherited 
parts: the AI Naqah mosque in Tripoli (8th to 10th 
century) serves to illustrate a case where an imagin
ative and resourceful use was made of columns 
and capitals of disparate character obtained from 
the dismantling of Roman and Byzantine buildings. 
There is a similar case in the mosque of Cordoba 
where columns of different height had to be buried 
as needed until the same level was obtained at the 
top of the capitals for the construction of the 
arches . 

In a small house in the Roman coun tryside, 
fragments of ancient sculptures were inserted into 



Temples 

3 The temple 'Demonumentalised': the pronaos 0/ 
the Temple 0/ Satum, Roman Fomm (drawing 
based on original 'Washerwomen in the mins 0/ the 
Temple 0/ Satum' by Hubert Robert c 1760). 

the walls to become part of the building. It is 
difficult to visualise situations where old and new 
become integrated to the same extent as they are 
in this small building. 

It is in Rome that much evidence can be found 
of this confrontation of the inheritance from the 
past with a positive, practical sense, simply by 
making the best use of that which is inherited. 

Rortle is indeed unique amongst the European 
capitals in that after having been the largest city of 
antiquity, it fell - as a consequence of the collapse 
of the empire - into an extremely prolonged 
period throughout which the still standing structure 
of the imperial' town largely overshadowed the 
precarious structure ofthe emergent medieval town. 

lt is the very fact of the continuity of use of 
Rome as a town that explains the preservation of 
so many of its ancient structures. This was, how
ever, basically an utilitarian preservation. 

It is a motive of joy rather than sorrow that 
the new town was built upon the old one. If it 
wasn't for this circumstance, a great number of 
ruins .and works of art would have been irre
mediably lost. 2 

It is utilitarian preservation because it 

4 A building within a building, the church within 
the Temple. San Lorenzo in Miranda Rome 
(drawing based on painting by Canaletto). 

approaches its built legacy by functionally incor
porating it into the present, by reabsorbing it into 
the living city rather than preserving it in isolation 
as it so often happens when urban preservation is 
carried out with a dominating archaeological 
purpose. 

Travellers described with amazement this 
pecu1iar association of old and new. But they didn't 
always approve of the results of such combinations: 

and as for the buildings which were now being 
built on top of the old ruins, although they did 
contain some qualities which could enrapture 
our present tim es, they were more likely to 
remind us of the nests which sparrows and 
lOoks were building in France in the walls of 
churches demolished by the Huguenots. 3 

The buildings of the second Rome were hybrid 
products of the unique historical circumstances 
which this town experienced. But the process 
was by no means reduced to isolated phenomena, 
and in effect it can be observed in all major towns 
up to the 19th century. The Romans 'transformed 
without mercy the ancient monuments,.4 But the 
ancients themselves resorted to the pre-existing 
structures with similar lack of mercy. Masonry 
stones were recycled from one building to another, 

4 
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5 The Church within the Temple: Temple 0/ 
Antonio and Faustina in the Roman Fomm, con· 
verted into a Christian Church in 1602. 

components were reassembled. 
Some stones were employed in a sequence of 
different uses; the pedestal of astatue erected 
in a small countryside locality to the memory 
of an illustrious citizen ... served in 285 for 
the restoration of the baths of Caracalla and 
later in 365 was used for the construction of a 
monument to be erected in the honour of 
Valentiano the Ist.5 

Many of the important Roman constructions of 
the ancient period are in fact good examples of this 
process of dismantling and recombination. 

The Aurelian wall was erected using the debris 
of destroyed monuments ... for the com
pletion of the Basilique Julia at the Forum, 
Gabinio Vezzio made use in 377 ofthe marble 
masonry of the forum Svarium ... The 
Colosseum itself was completed at the expense 
of other monuments ... The Arch of Constantine 
is ornated with statues and stone carvings which 
had belonged to another arch, perhaps to the 
Trajan arch which has since disappeared 
completely.6 

Discussions on conservation were held by the 
representatives of thq,town, and the senate also 
maintained surveillance over what was built. 

4 A 
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6 The portico ofOttavia converted 
into a Church (S Angelo in Pescheria) 
elevations ofportico in its present 
state. 

10 The temple added to the Church: 
St Pauls London after the great fire. 
The portico was designed by Inigo 
Jones. 

7 Schematic section through portico 

8 Reconstruction ofthe portico in 
the Imperial period, with the 
Marcellus Theatre in the background. 

11 St Martin 's in the Fields, London: 
The spire added to the temple. 

9 Schematic plan of the portico. 
Note the freestanding columns to the 
right, the only remains of the 
extended colonnade. 

12 The temple secularised: temple of 
Neptune, Rome, converted for 
civilian functions. 

Temples 
The transformation of Roman temples was carried 
on for cen turies, to such an extent that analysis of 
the various resulting ensem bles is extremely useful. 

The temple type is one of the most persistent 
types in the history of architecture. Its pagan 
origins and its association with pagan rituals were a 
challenge to the Christian builders of the 'second' 
Rome and the fate of these buildings was far from 
predictable. 

The temple of Antonio and Faustina in the 
Forum was converted into a Christian church; a 
tympanum was added to it in 1602. The church 
was arranged within the enclosure of the temple; 
its front, recessed in relation to the temple front, 
left the freestanding colonnade of the original 
building. To no other building are more appropriate 
the observations of Louis Kahn: 

Each part that was buHt with so much anxiety 

J J 12 
and joy and willingness to proceed tries to say 
when you are using the building 'Let me tell 
you how I was made'. Nobody is llstening be
cause the building is now satisfying need. The 
desire in its making is not evident ... As time 
passes, when it is a ruin the spirit of its making 
comes back ... everyone who passes can hear 
the story it wants to tell about its makinf It is 
no longer in servitude; the spirit is back. 

But this building, half ruin, half habitable, is still 
'in servitude' and yet the presence of the ruin is 
perhaps so much stronger by virtue of this very 
relationship to which it is bound. 

The temple of Saturn, surrounded by houses 
and absorbed into the texture of domestic buildings 
in the town, was disengaged from all additional 
constructions and the impressive but somewhat 
pathetic remains of the pronaos are still visible 
today amidst the historical remains of the Forum. 
The church .of S Lorenzo in Miranda was built 

5 

within an ancient temple in a similar fashion to 
that of the church built on the temple of Antonio 
and Faustina. The temple of Neptune (in the 
present Piazza di Pietra) was first erected by 
Marcus Agrippa in celebration of his naval victories 
and formed part of a large complex which included 
a hugh portico, whose remains are still to be seen 
in the basements of the adjoining streets. Eleven 
of the columns of the northern side of the build
ing are still standing and the building of the Roman 
stock exchange has been incorporated into it. 

This is, in its way, alm ost as interesting a rellc 
as the temple, as it is one of the most extensive 
examples of a Roman architectural palimpsest 
to have survived the archaeological fervour of 
the fascist period. 8 

The temple ofVesta in the forum was transformed 
into the chur~h of S Stefano alle Carozze which 
was later to be named Sta Maria dei Sole. And 

7 

7 

7 J J 



Triumphal Arches 

14 
numerous other examples eould be cited. 

So, on the one hand, the temple remains were 
demonumentalised and incorporated into the 
anonymous scale of the fabrie of the town, while 
on the other hand, what could be described as the 
appropriation of the symbolic value of the temple 
- as a saered building, but also as a monument -
occurred, and consequently temples could be 
transformed into Christian churches or eonversely, 
they could be secularised and transformed into 
civil monuments. 

The temple form had a strong attraetion, 
perhaps because it was a form product of such a 
prolonged period of selection and perfectioning. 
But it was still too closely attached to a11 that was 
regarded as pagan. A synthesis had to be found 
whereby it was possible to combine the quality of 
this perfect form with some architectural element 
of equivalent weight which belonged unquestionably 
to the Christian cultural tradition. The spire was an 
ideal element for this purpose. Thus, in many in
stances, there was an attempt to com bine the spire 
with the temple-like church nave. The design of 
St Martin's-in-the-Fields by Gibbs is perhaps the 
most interesting solution. Unlike his predecessors 
who built the spire as an adjunct to their churches, 
Gibbs built his tower inside the west hall of the 
church and made it emerge through the roof. 

This church is important not only as an achieve
ment in itself but for its enormous widespread 
and continuous influence ... It became the 

15 

16 Christ Church Spital/leids, London (Hawks
moor, 1729). The spire is ingeniously designed as 
a combination o[ heterogeneous components care· 
jUlly arranged one on top o[ the other. 

6 
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13 Rome: The architectural 
palimpsest. Ancient walls and 
Medieval additions on the site of the 
old Forum of Nerva. (Drawing based 
on the etching by Giovanni Alo, 
1619). 

14 The arch ofConstantine, Rome 
c 1560. Ancient monuments were 
surrounded by minor buildings be
fore the era of archaeological re· 
constructions. (Drawing based on 
sketch by Giovanni Antonio Posio). 

15ln Stowe Gardens Buckinghamshire 
the arch is placed as the focal point 
in a perspective view in the middle of 
the countryside. The monument in 
complete isolation . 

type of the Anglican parish church and was 
immitated wherever in the world English was 
spoken and Anglican worship was held. 9 

So it happened that two types which had quite 
different origins and evolutions became associated 
by proximity, when one was attached to the other, 
and ended up combined in a single composition 
which generated a new type form. 

The fact that components could be reassembled 
worked both ways: the process could happen on a 
temporal basis simply by a sequence of interven
tions over the same building to which portieoes, 
towers, rooms, could be added. On the other hand, 
a natural evolution of styles eould result in the 
selection of elements from a range available from 
the cultural patrimony of aperiod and the creation 
of new combinations resulting in the invention of 
new types would occur. 

So when Pa1ladio said that 

In all the villas, but also in some of the city 
houses, I have put a frontispiece on the forward 
facade where the principal doors are because 
such frontispieces show the entrance of the 
house and add very much to the grandeur and 
magnificance of the work ... 10 

he was referring directly to tbis process. In the 
same manner he referred to the origin of the 
portico from the temple which had originally 
borrowed it from the Greek house - and indeed 

15 



17 Ancient Roman arehes didn 't 
escape the sedimentary transformation 
of the town: the second Rome was 
built upon the ruins of Imperial 
Rome. (Drawing based on etehing by 
Giovanni Alo, 1619). 

18 The Are de Triomphe in the 
Ozamps Elysees: The Triumphal 
Arch larger than anything the 
Romans eould have imagined, acting 
as the focal poinr. 

19 The Arch in Nancy aeting as a 
monumental gateway between the 
Place Royal (now called Place 
Sranislas) and Place de la Carriere. 

/8 
for all these elements to be taken apart and re
combined they had to have some integrity, some 
quality in themselves even when seen in 
isolation. 

The portico could be added onto a building as a 
second intervention, and if it could be added onto 
a house it could certainly - and perhaps with more 
propriety - be added to a church as weU. This 
happened to the old St Paul's cathedral transform
ation devised by Inigo Jones. The west front facade 
was refaced and a large Corinthian portico was 
added to the main entrance. One existing tower 
was reeased and a new one was added to the other 
side for symmetry. The aim was to give the church 
a c1assical expression, but the bizarre result lacked 
unity. It is ironical that so much ingenuity and 
effort was invested to transform Roman temples 
into churches while architects were working on the 
difficult task of disguising the church behind the 
temple in the reverse process ... 

Ruins were reincorporated into the functions 
and uses of the town in a variety of ways. Trans
formations were carried on to such an extent that 
in many instances it is impossible to reconstruct 
the image of the original buildings. 

The portico of Ottavia in Rome formed part of 
a large complex of porticoes which enclosed a 
precinct where there were temples, übraries, and 
pubüc rooms, and it was intended to be a foyer for 
the adjacent theatre of Marcellus. 

A fish market grew up in the portico and a 
church was bullt into the remains of the original 

17 

/9 

20 The Fontaine Sr Michel, Boulevard Sr Michel, 
Paris: The Triumphal Arch becomes, finally, an 
element o[applied decoration. 

7 
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buildings which by then had suffered from decay. 
The church was known as S Angelo in Pescheria 
due to its proximity to the fish market. It was 
rebuilt in the 8th century and again in 1869. 
Arches were erected during the Middle Ages to 
support the Roman fabric of the portico. This 
curious complex has fortunately remained up to 
the present days. Even though the remains of each 
period are fragmented there exists a strong 
cohesion between the parts; bulldings of different 
periods are held together conforming a dense 
urban block. 

Triumphal Arches 
In the triumphal arch we find again a building type 
of incredible persistence and widespread diffusion. 
There existed different types of triumphal arches 
in Rome, some built as isolatcd entrances to monu
mental zones, others were built spanning a road or 
as a base for statues. But while the most famous 
ones inancient Rome did stand in isolation, on 
key locations along a route, they never reached the 
monumental character which, by scale and location, 
the one erected in the Charnps Elysees achieved as 
a foeal point for a vast area of Paris. Here the arch 
became an enormous building, detached and 
commanding. In England one was built not only 
detached from other buildings, but also from the 
city, standing as a focal point in the central 
perspective of the gardens in Stowe, Bucking
hamshire. It is difficult to find an architectural 
arrangement with a similar feeling of immensity 



Amphitheatres 
21 Hypothetical transformations of the Colosseum 
with buildings within the arches. 

22-23 Plan and elevation ofthe Colosseum with 
the proposed church on the arena according to the 
project by Carlo Fontana, 1723. 

25 Nimes: 'Les Arenes'. The amphitheatre 
converted into a town plan in 1782. 

22 

23 

anywhere else in England. So the arch, born in the 
centre of the busy areas of Rome, was placed in 
different contexts, and was eventuaIly located 
in the exact opposite context of the original -
the absolute isolation öf private grounds in the 
coun tryside. 

Another process also occurred: the use of 
the triumphal arch within diverse compositions. 
Such cases exist in the monumental facades such 
as the Fontana de Trevi in Rome and that of the 
Fontaine St Michel in Paris, or the incorporation 
of the arch as one of several elements which were 
carefully piled up, one on top of the other, to 
create the tower of Christ Church in Spitalfields, 
London. 

Amphitheatres 

The arnphitheatre has got a precise and unequi
vocal form and also a function; it is not thought 
to be an indifferent container, quite on the 
contrary, it is extremely precise in its shape, in 
its architecture and its structure ... but an 
extraordinary event, one of most extraordinary 
moments in the history of humanity transforms 
its function; a theatre is transformed into a 
city ... 11 

27 Nimes: 'Les Arenes'. External view 1794 fbased 
on etching by Cornelis Apostool). 

28 Arles: 'Les Arenes '. The amphitheatre 
converted into a town (drawing based on 18th 
centuryetching). 

29 Nimes: 'Les Arenes '. Plan in 1809. 

30-31 Florence: The amphitheatre absorbed into 
the urban domestic texture (ill 30 based on plan by 
Corinto Corinti, 1924). 

24 

24 and 26 Lucca: 'Piazza dei Anfiteatro', aerial 
view and plan. 

A1do Rossi refers with these words to the unique 
transformation of the arnphitheatres of Ades and 
Nimes. The one in Nimes, built for 25 000 specta
tors, fell into disuse until six centuries later when: 

The region becarne a dangerous area and the 
arnphitheatre was converted ... into an 

8 
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impregnable fortress. The arcades were mIed in 
during the 12th century and transformed into 
defensive walls ... The interior became a village 
with houses, chapels dedicated to St Martin and 
St Peter, public squares and alleys ... arranged 
over the arena and over the sitting areas. 
Francois I ordered the demolition of additional 
buildings in 1535, but it was at the end of the 
18th century when the arena was entirely 
cJeared ... At the beginning of the 19th 
century the engineer Grangent was pu t in 
charge of the reconstruction of the amphitheatre 
and he ordered the demolition of a number of 
buildings which included a palace of justice, a 
theatre and around a hund red houses ... 12 

The amphitheatre of Ades was also transformed 
into a citadel, houses were built within the piers, 
over the arena, the sitting areas, and were also 
attached to the building externally. 

The arnphitheatre of Florence was absorbed 
until it disappeared into the homogenous fabric of 
the town. The ground plan indicates cJeady that 
the reason for the oval shape of the plan lies in the 
Roman building; party walls and foundations 
follow faithfully the layout of the radial walls and 
piers of the arnphitheatre. Two streets were opened 

15 15 
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through what had been the arena. 
No traces of the original structure are easily 

recognisable in Lucca either, except for the central 
space which has evolved into a public square, and 
the main entrance ways, arranged symmetrica1ly in 
relation to the arena. And something similar 
occurred to the stadium of Domitian in Rome 
which was destroyed during the Middle Ages and 
served Iater as a foundation for the buildings which 
were erected around the Piazza Navona. 

This permanence of urban spaces of monu
mental character was one of the consequences of 
the superimposition of one town upon the remains 
of a previous one: 

To this phenomenon was due the presence in 
the new town structures of certain grandiose 
vistas and epic dimensions which otherwise 
would have been inexplicable, such as the vast 
scale of the Piazza Navona and the long recti
linear line of the Corso.13 

Sixtus V has a project for transforming the 
coIiseum into a workshop. Working spaces would 
occupy the ground floor, spaces and workers' 
dwellings would have beenarranged on the upper 
ßoors 

30 

32 Rome: Piazza Navona, once the stadium of 
Domitian (plan based on NolWs plan 1748) 

9 
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(bad this project been realised) ... the coliseum 
would have become a worker's quartier and also 
the first rationalist factory.14 

And indeed had the coliseum been used continu
ously to the present day, that whole section of 
Rome in which it stands would have evolved in a 
different way. 

Another project was devised by Carlo Fontana 
for the building of a church inside the arena with a 
colonnade which would encirc1e the open space. 
Had it been built, the most imposing of the 
ancient Roman buildings would havechanged not 
only in its use but aisö, substantially, in its signifi
cance for the town. The cupola and towers of the 
church would have been seen from outside the 
ruins depending on the relative position of the 
ob server . The silent presence of the empty tiers 
of seats would have added drama to a place in the 
city already charged with memories. 

The fate ofthe ruins wasa different one though, 
the remaining rooms were never going to be 
occupied again. The fabric of the coliseum was 
used as a quarry right up to the 18th century. 

According to Augustus Hare in 1840 the arena 
of the coliseum was stilllike an EngIish abbey, 

15 



Spalato 

35 
an uneven grassy space littered with masses of 
ruins, amid which large trees grew and 110urished 
. . . the flora of the coliseum numbered 420 
species some alleged to be exotic importations. 
After 1870 all vegetation was extirpated and 
the cells beneath the arena were excavated. 15 

And such is the condition in which it remains now, 
c1eared of its exotic plants, protected as a monu
ment, isolated as a traffic island, and intemally 
rather like an impressive toy which has been torn 
apart to see how it works. 

Spalato 
The R9man palace of Diocletian in Spalato, on the 
Dalmatian coast, was built in an unusually short 
period, for the Emperor had abdicated and wanted 
to spend the laSt years of his Iife in this quiet and 
beautüullocality. 

The enormous rectangular building (180 x 
215m) was divided, in the usual Roman manner, 
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33 Spa/ato , Diocletian 's Palace, 
elevation of the eastern colonnade, 
peristyle court. 

pa/ace. 

37 The remaining fragments of the 
original buüding. 

34 Diocletian :s Palace transformed: 
view of western colonnade, peristyle 
court (based on etching by Lavallee
Casas,1802)_ 

38 The palace transformed into a 
town: present state. The new street 
network is shown shaded. 

35 Aerial view of Diocletian:S Palace 
looking towards the sea. 

39 View of the peristyle court, 1757 
(based on drawing by CL Clerisseau). 

36 Plan of Diocletian 's Palace: the 
Cardos and Decumanus intersect at 
right angles, and the Emperor's apart
ments are at the bottom-half of the 

40 Externat view of the town from 
the seaside (based on etching by 
R Adams, 17M). 

by two lOads which crossed each other at right 
angles. The area next to the seaside was designated 
for the Emperor's quarters, for the palace proper. 
These buildings were built over enormous base
ments which extended all along the front of the 
palace. Direct connection was provided from the 
peristyle court through the basements to a small 
dOOf which lead to a pier and the vastness of the 
Adriatic Sea. The other quarters were inhabited by 
soldiers and servants. 

The EmperOf died in 316 AD and the palace 
complex fell into a long period of decay. Peasants 
and villagers of the neighbouring areas created 
legends around this imposing building, half palace 
and half fortress. But an unexpected event was to 
have perdurable consequences in the history of the 
palace, when the nearby city of Salona was invaded 
and sacked by the Slavs around the year 614AD. 
The inhabitants who escaped the massacres fust 
fled to the safe refuge of the is1ands in the Adriatic 
Sea, but once they could return in safety they did 

10 

so, not to their destroyed town but to the remains 
of the palace . 

A conversion operation of enormous 
scale took place from that moment onwards: the 
ruins of the palace were gradually transformed into 
a town and the sodal stratification of the inha
bitants were reflected in the way the grounds and 
ava.i1able spaces were used. Thus, the wealthy took 
possession of the areas inside the palace precincts 
where they could build their mansions, the less 
powerful citizens inhabited the rooms and spaces 
which had remained from the original fabric, and 
the plebeians were left with the crypts, basements 
and cellars. New buildings and a new street layout 
were superimposed on the Roman ones. Existing 
buildings were converted : the mausoleum of the 
Emperor was transformed into a church and a 
campanile was built next to it; the Palatine temple 
was transformed into a baptistry. 

The town expanded beyond the boundaries of 
the Roman walls, land was reclaimed from the sea, 

15 
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Cuzco 
41 Cuzco, plan 01 the town in 1850. 
The thick black lines indicate the 
ex ten t 01 the original [nca stone walls 
which were kept by the Spaniards 
and used as loundations lor the 
colonial town. The Inca lortress 01 
Sachsahuaman is shown on the upper 
lelt hand corner. 

42 Plan 01 the central square 01 
Cuzco belore the conquest. The 
square was divided in two areas by a 
small water course, and [nca palaces 
were built around it. 

42 

41 

and houses were built leaning against the front wall 
of the palace. 

Cuzco 
Another case of such a !arge scale transformation 
happened in Cuzco, Peru, the old capital of the 
Inca empire. The town is located on a narrow 
valley high up in the mountains, midway between 
the Pacific coast and the Amazonian forests. Its 
character was not a monumental one, although 
there existed impressive stone-built palaces and 
temples and a very !arge central square. Inca 
palaces surrounded the square as it was customary 
for every Inca to construct bis own palace. It is 
estimated that the old town had some 4 000 
dwellings when it was still the capital of the Inca 
rulers, but it is known that many tim es tbis 
number must have been scattered through the 
suburbs. The Spaniards violently entered the 
town in 1553 and, after sacking it and stripping the 
buildings of everything of value, they designated 

43 
plots of land to every soldier, taking possession of 
the conquered place. 

44 

In a few decades the physiognomy of the city 
changed. The Inca square was reduced to less 
than a fourth of its size, churches replaced the 
Inca religious constructions and many fme walls 
of hewn stone belonging to the palaces of the 
erstwhile lords of Cuzco were used as found
ations for the large houses of the conqueror. 
The layout of the Cuzco of the Incas is still 
partially in existance ... 16 

The taIl plastered and wbitewashed walls of 
Spanish mansions were built upon the interlocked 
stones of the pre-existing Inca fabric which 
remained exposed as a rusticated ground floor and 
sometimes up the the first floor. 

It is still possible to admire the skill of Inca 
stone masons in the walls of the extant palaces 

12 
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43 View 01 astreet in the old town: 
'adobe' Spanish walls were built upon 
the um"que [nca masonry. 

44 The plan olthe central square 
translormed by the Spaniards. Three 
squares were created in the place 01 
the old one, and in some places the 
[nca boundaries were reurbanised 
and a complex space arrangement 
was created. 

and temples wbich the stroller encounters as 
the facade of astreet, the base of a church, or 
the framework of a colonial gateway. It would 
seem that different qualities of stone were used 
according to the importance of the buildings, 
thus a hard dark nearly black stone was used in 
the constructions of the center, while the more 
common types, such as limestone, were used 
for fortifications and other general purposes. 
Nevertheless it was adobe, or clay, in the form 
of large blocks wbich was the most frequently 
used construction material ... 17 

The adobe walls have since disappeared but the 
sight of the stone masonry as the foundation f~r 
the Spanish buildings is one of the most graphlc 
examples of sedimentary growth one can fmd in 
any town. This sedimentation is litera! in Cuzco, 
with layers wbich correspond to two cultures, one 
dominant, the other one destroyed. 

It is interesting to notice that while the layout 



45 The Imperial Forum Rome, 1877: 
before large scale archaeological re
construction and urban destruction. 
Roman Forum on the right, Trajan 
Forum on bottom left, Augustus 
Forum on centre left and the 
Forum of Nerva at the top left. 
Some elements ofthe ancient layout 
survived the continuous transform· 
ation of the town, others were 
absorbed and lost within the new 
urban blocks. The plan of the Temple 
of Antonio and Faustina is shown in 
the Roman Forum (arrow). 

46 

45 

of the old town remained unchanged to a great 
extent, spaces were entirely transformed when the 
proportions were distorted, and the expression of 
the buildings became entirely different. 

But if anything, the structure of the town as a 
system of spaces has been irnproved. And it is in 
the nature of an urban layout that it can be inter
preted in a variety of ways without losing its 
quality. Cuzco is a case of such radical reinterpre
tation, but its transformation was as unique as 
that of Dioc1etian's palace in that it happened as a 
total operation - affecting the totality of the pre
existing plan, and happening simultaneously 
throughout the whole place. 

Cuzco, Spalato, and Rome testify to the validity 
and permanence of an urban plan weil beyond its 
original and foreseeable development. But in the 
three cases (which are taken as archetypicaiones) 
there has been one rule which has commanded the 
process: a correct relationship between urban 
morphology and building types has been maintained. 

But these transformations have gone further 
than areinterpretation of a pre-existing layout or 
the conversion of a multitude of isolated buildings. 
On the one hand there are transformations of 
buildings through the functional transformation 
of almost every single space; while on the other 
hand there are profound transformations of the 
urban morphology. These have happened within 
certain areas of the town (as in the transformation 
of the main square of Cuzco by the Spaniards) or 
to the whole of the town's pre-existing plan (as 
with the ancient plan of Rome of which only a few 
traces remain). 

The Inca square of Cuzco was divided into two 
sectors separated by the canalised bed of a river, 
but it was essentially one very large space. The 
Spanish intervention in this area consisted of 
'invading' the open space and organising it into a 
more complex structure of open spaces and 
building blocks, so that three new squares were 
created on the space of the old one. The old 
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46 London after the Great Fire, 1666. 
Considering how few built elements 
were left after the [ire, London could 
have been subject to a much more 
radical transformation, but the old 
street layout was preserved and also 
the property structure, buildings 
changed from Medieval to Neo· 
classical but the structure of the 
city remained unchanged. 

boundaries were partly retained and partly over
grown by new buildings. These required more 
space and took over part of the open space. How
ever, except for the east side of the Inca square 
which was completely redefined, other alterations 
to the old boundaries took the form of minor 
re-adjustments. 

This form of growth - internal extension which 
occurs within the boundaries of the built up area 
of a city - is similar to additive growth in that it 
requires a carefully controlled operation which is 
very much related to pre-existing elements. Devel
opments of this kind take place with the 
advantages, but also within the constraints, of the 
preexisting framework. And it is in this contex t 
that the development can be seen as a variety of 
additive transformations which alm ost invariably 
become associated with urban intervention. 

Towns need permanence at least as much as the 
they need transformation. An urban place without 
memory or reference of any kind would become 



Transformation Process/Summary 

oppressive. Meaningful urban transformation 
"ccurs in relation to meaningful urban places. 
Additive transformation occurs on a great scale in 
modem towns, but it occurs as an infmitely frag
mented process of repair and enlargement. Such 
additive transformations are typical of suburban 
districts, but because of their fragmented nature, 
it is unlikely that they will have any real power to 
transform suburban districts into urban ones. Tbe 
modem city has become degraded to a fragmented 
collection of suburbs and its dynamic has been 
degraded in the process. 

Understanding the relationship between perma
nent and temporary elements in the city is most 
irnportant for the understanding of the process of 
urban evolution. Tbe very permanence of elements 
in the town depends on their capacity for being 
transformed and adjusted, there exist buildings or 
parts of towns which become consolidated to the 

extent that they can be intimately associated with 
the character of a particular toWD; while the con
tinuous collective use of these buildings and parts 
of towns results in continuous changes in their 
architecture. Tbe plan of a town is a permanent 
element in so far as its essential features tend to 
remain. It is difficult to think that the entire struc
ture of streets and open spaces can be altered, but 
it allows for some changes: the street network may 
become denser; open spaces can be built upon; 
urban blocks can occasionally be cleared to give 
way to new open spaces; and the relationship 
between open spaces and buildings occurs within a 
boundary zone which is constantly revised. Tbe 
plans of Cuzco, Spalato or Rome illustrate this 
capaclty of the plan for transformation and 
permanence. But this is valid within certain 
margins which regulate the process. Neither indis
criminate clearance nor densification to the extent 
of overcrowding can produce beneficial effects. 
Rather the breakdown of the urban balance and 
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the paralysation of urban life is caused by the 
complete destruction of urban continuity that 
results from indiscriminate clearance, while normal 
human relations become impossible with 
overcrowding. 

Tbe monuments are permanent elements of 
significant importance: 

... This permanency is given by their consti
tutive value, by their history , by art ... by 
memory ... 18 

Tbey are unique buildings differentiated from the 
fabric of the towns by their architecture, urban 
location, symbolic value, and their fIXation in time. 

But while they may have veryprecise and . 
definitive forms they can, at the same time (and in 
an apparently contradictory process), accept 
radical transformation. Tbe analysis of urban trans
formations has produced evidence to the effect that 
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47 Types of additive transformation: 

Top: the urban elements before the 
transformation process. 

Middle: one form ofintervention; 
the open spaces are built upon. Each 
building is in this context - a small 
urban block; the street network 
becomes more complex. 

Boitom : a different form ofinter· 
vention over the same place; the 
urban space is modified as a con
sequence of the construction of new 
buildings which are attached to the 
pre-existing elements. 

48 The street front constitures a zone 
constantly subject to revision; trans
formations wh ich occur on this 
highly sensitive area have immediate 
repercussion on the quality of the 
urban space. 

(B) An element added to rhe one side 
regularising the street fine 

(C) A freestanding element results in 
the densification of the street net
work. 

(drawings based on paintings by 
Luciano da Laurana cl500). 

(A) The pre-existing space (D) A combined intervention 

49 The perimeter of a monumental 
room is particularly sensitive to 
change; small transformations might 
leave its spatial quality unchanged 
but can produce important functional 
transformations. 

(B) The monumental room is 
exrended taking over public space. 

50 (A) The open space of a building 
raised on 'pilotis 'is often meaningless. 

(D) But it can also be subdivided and 
absorbed into a structure ofurban 
blocks. 

(C) A new street front is created, new 
buildings have access from the streer. 

(B) If enc/osed as shown it could be 
transformed into a use[ul nave, or, 

(D) A connector space is created. (C) When integrated into a structure 
of urban spaces becomes spatially 
and [unctionally meaning[ul 

(A) The pre-existing elements 

Those elements which have reached the 
maximum degree of architectural precision - as 
it happens with monuments - offer, conse
quently, the maximum distributive choice and 
in a more general sense the maximum functional 
choice.19 

But some other characteristics also explain the 
capacity of buildings for transformation : built 
fonn is ambiguous in relation to function, it 
transcends the circumstantial conditions under 
which it has first been materialised. 

Distributive indifference is, according to Rossi, 
in the nature of architecture. And this indifference 
explains finally the adaptability of buildings for 
different functions. 

Buildings are also ambiguous in relation to their 
meaning in that though it is difficult to eliminate 
the symbolic value of outstanding buildings it is 
possible to manipulate it so that the building will 
represent something different from that which was 

originally intended. 
Periods of transformation and stabilisation 

occur one after the other. Once the possibilities of 
a building are exhausted it will become obsolete 
and eventually be abandoned or destroyed. 

Stabilisation is ~ in a sense - completion. But 
completeness of a building is not an entirely 
objective concept. lt depends on functional and 
cultural considerations. At a functionallevel there 
exists abasie state of completeness when a building 
is flt for habitation . Bill this fitness depends very 
much on the evolution of material and techno
logical standards of habitability for a particular 
society: systems for lighting, heating, water 
provision . .. 

At a culturallevel the concept of completeness 
corresponds with predetermined images. It is for 
this reason that 'brutalist' buildings of exposed 
concrete facades were resisted as unfinished by the 
laymen while they were considered as complete 
by the architects. And in a similar sense a culturally 
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pre-defined ·image affects the interpretation of the 
pasl That is why classical Greek buildings, eroded 
by the effect of time and cleaned of their paintings 
and decorations, are more akin to the present 
epoch 's tastes and expectations than they would 
have been had they retained all their features. And 
this is equally true of many contemporary archi
tects' references to ancient Roman monuments. 

Monuments constitute unique nuclei around 
which developments will take place. The collective 
internal space of a monument (such as a major 
chwch) will generate uses which tend in time to 
diversify and require even further spare. Such 
internal, col)ective space is not different from the 
coUective open space of a public square. Indeed 
some of the most suggestive examples of monu
mental space within a building show similar archi
tectural features to monumental spaces outside. 

So, in the same way in which the public square 
becomes a privileged location for buildings, the 
perimeter of a collective internal space also tends 



Santa Maria Maggiore 

51 

53 
to become a privileged location for further buildings 
and spaces. And, these additional buildings and 
spaces are yet another case of additive transfor
mation .. Further, the external perimeter of a monu
ment also becomes a preferred location for those 
activities which depend for their existence on their 
elose proximity to such !arge collective internal 
spaces. Such is the case of numerous monuments 
which have been s10wly surrounded by minor 
buildings, shops, workshops, houses. In addition to 
this one must take into aC,count the urban 
tendency to maintain the continuity of the street 
front: for, the street wall of a monument - how
ever architecturally rieh it may be - usually 
signifies an interruption in the sequence of 
activities along that portion of the street - a 
sequence which has to be restored to regain the full 
use of the street. The case of the basilica of Santa 
Maria Maggiore in Rome seems to be an appropriate 
one to e10se this presentation on historical examples. 

This short account of instances of urban trans-

52 

54 
formation gives some insight into an often forgotten 
mechanism of urban development and renewal. 
These few case studies have only briefly been 
analysed, and although they represent different 
scales in whieh the process takes p!ace, it is not 
intended that they be considered a comprehensive 
picture of the process. Innumerable other cases 
could have heen mentioned and analysed: the great 
Gothic cathedrals continuously enlarged and trans
formed throughout the ages, the great Baroque 
complexes, palaces, churches, public buildings, the 
urban bridges of London, Paris, Florence - the 
ponte maisons - those complex urban streets 
spanning rivers, temporary constructions in public 
places erected for significant events ... What has 
been stressed here is the nature of the process of 
transformation of built space, the different 
mechanisms by which a town can develop and in
corporate new parts, the peculiarities of these 
mechanisms, and the role of additive transform
ation in the need for attaining historical and spatial 
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identity for the places in the city. 
In all transformations there exists an element of 

predetermination and an element of circumstance. 
Transformation is predetermined in the sense 

that the range of transformations possible are 
restricted at any particular time by the culture 
within which they occur. The limits as to which 
transformations a particular culture can conceive 
will depend on its technical capabilities, its 
capacity for organisation, and also on the language 
of architectural forms and spatial arrangements 
understood by that culture. 

This element of predetermination that underlies 
all transformations, arises out of the restrictions 
which are imposed by pre-existing buildings, by the 
morphology 01" the urban context, by the evolution 
of building types, by the specific historical and 
geographicallocation of the transformations. 

The circumstantial conditions governing trans
formations spring from the particu!ar needs which 
generate the brief for the extension and trans-

3 



51 View of the church in the process 
oftransformation. The body ofthe 
nave of the old basilica is visible, the 
large side chapel is the Capella Sforza 
by Michelangelo. 

52 Longitudinal section through the 
completed building (based on seetion 
by Letarouilly). 
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53 Plan ofthe completed building 
(Le tarouilly). 

54 The transformation process: 
1 The original building. 
2 Addition of the side chapels and 
portico. 
3 Creation of the transcept and 
addition of elements to the back 
facade. 

4 TI,e building is regularlted; COII· 

stnlctioll o[new elltrallce [rollt and 
nonnalisatioll o[ the side [acades 
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57·58 The perimeter walls of the 
na~e have a similar role to the facade 
wall of a building. The unity of the 
public space (nave) is retained despite 
the disparlty between the subsidiary 
spaces (drawing based on sketch by 
Leo Krier). 

59·60 The nave ofthe church is a 
collective space; its architecture is 
similar to that of a Piazza: The lIave of 
the basilica without a roof resembles 
the Uffizzi ... while the Uffizzi 
roofed-over became a monumental 
nave. 
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55 TI,e blli/dillgs added arolmd the 
perimeter o[ the old basifica; the lIew 
perimeter retaim its illtegrity. Even 
whell seell isolated [rom the origillal 
complex. 

56 Frollt ~iew o[ the fillished 
bui/dillg [acade by Fuga aJ/d F POllzio 
(/74/43). 

56 

56 



formation of a building, from the balance of power 
(economie or otherwise) within soeiety, from the 
coincidence of ideas, and from fortuituous and 
accidental events. 

While there always exist several architeetural 
possibilities for the development of any single build
ing or any part ofthecity, only onematerialises at a 
time. But however different these possibilities 
might look they are a11, nevertheless, determined by 
common cultural factors. It is exactly in this sense 
that science-fiction-type projections for the future 
of our cities tell as much about the characteristics 
of our present society, about our limitations and 
achievements, as any actual modern part of a town 
does. Science-fiction is limited by the range of 
what is possible to society at any point in its devel
opment; while innumerable variations about the 
form of buildings could be explored before the 
invention of the arch, none of them could include 
this element and its possibilities. The contemp
orary case is somewhat different: the problem con
fronting architects is not what can be imagined 
when imagination is the only limit, but rather, 
what can be imagined, however radical, that could 
be materialised under present contingencies for an 
actual society and in areal place? 

All the transformations analysed so far have 
been actual historical cases or projects, that is, 
transformations which actually took place or 
which were envisaged at a particular period but 
didn't oceur. However, it is also possible - on the 
basis of extensive solid knowledge of a particular 

61 Every building contains elues for 
its transformation: scales, portions, 
materials, use, structure; but the 
way these can be taken varies 
considerably. 
Bad the extension ofthe fabric of 
St Maria Maggiore been based on the 
extension ofthe vocabulary ofthe 
Capella Sforza it would have been a 
very different complex. 

historical period - to speculate on those altern
atives which could have materialised historieally. 

The reason for exploring this field of imaginary 
transformations lies not so much in the need to 
investigate a particular historical period, but in the 
opporturuty these permit for exploring the nature 
of the transformation process. Some examples 
dealt with on the following pages illustrate partieu
lar forms of consolidation which didn't take plaee, 
but wlrich could have occurred (since they were 
feasible in relation to technical means available). 
For example, the analysis of the progressive devel
opment, enlargement, and consolidation of the 
basilica of Sta Maria Maggiore, as it actually 
happened, is followed bya speculation on 'the Sta 
Maria Maggiore which didn't happen' . The 
comparative analysis should bring out some of the 
peeuliarities of this building, as mueh as it should 
reveal something öf the mechanisms of additive 
transformation. 

Finally, a set of examples of contemporary 
work is presented. The analysis ofbuildings by 
Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn will present the case 
of contemporary buildings devised as ensembles of 
rooms and groups of rooms, which in themselves 
constitute complete building units. They are no 
different in this respect from those classical build
ings analysed on the previous pages. Le Corbusier and 
Kahn did not have to deal with the restrictions 
imposed by p(e-existing elements (except in few 
projects such as the early town houses by Le 
Corbusier or the museum in Yale by Kahn). Their 

18 
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projects do, however, suggest innumerable possible 
transformations. This is particularly true for 
Chandigarh and Daeca. 

One form in which theile itIonumentai centres 
could be transformed is suggested, on the basis of a 
further development of their plans. 

In addition, the work of some contemporary 
architects who have produced work based on the 
principles of additive transformations to pre
existing buildings is briefly analysed. 

The majority of these architects share an 
interest in the study of urban form and urban 
history , in the study of history as a source of 
material for the construction of the town, in the 
investigation of urban building types, in the design 
of buildings whieh are composed of weil defmed 
and highly integrated parts. They also share an 
awareness of the importance of the spatial con
tinuity and functional diversity of the city, of the 
necessity of a policy of de.zoning as the basis for a 
normal urban development. These architects share 
a common purpose of recapturing the integrity of 
the urban fabric by making use of the existing 
elements, and also for creating as many additional 
elements as are needed for reconstructing the unity 
and continuity lacking in the contemporary city. 

All projects presented here are feasible, they 
could be implemented and realised. These are not 
fictions but images of a reality which could happen 
today, and could help to restore the infmite rieh
ness of urban life which is so absent in the modern 
town. 

62 Conversely had the extension 
been faithfully based on the vocab
ulary and scale of elements of the 
church, the result would have been 
more monumental. The solution 
adopted for the completion ofthe 
church is eloser to this than to the 
previous one. 



63 Camillo Sitte 's proposal for the 
transformation of the Votive ehureh 
plaza: The extended and badly 
de[ined spaee around the ehureh is 
rearranged. A new square is created 
in front of the ehurch, and a small 
building ingeniously plaeed between 
the chureh and pre-existing buildings 
de[ines another small informal 
square. 

19 
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64 Robert Krier's proposal Jor the 
Rotebühlplatz in Stuttgart. The 
existing U-shaped building was a 
decaying army barraek block built in 
the last century whieh is restored and 
a new pavilion is erea ted forming a 
quadrangle. Aseries ofillfill blocks 
and a small square create a meaning
fut continuity in the town. This is 
one of aseries of proposals for the 
reeonstruction of (he urban space in 
Stuttgart. 



The Wall of Amiens 

65 A monumental wall enclosing a 
quadrangle is proposed to create 
spatial order in a situation of chaotic 
disintegration. 
The scale and material of the wall 
relate to the great Gothic cathedral. 

66 The enclosure is punctuated by 
openings, gateways and windows 
which relate to the dty beyond it. 

67 This freestanding wall enclosing 

66 
a regular space has been suggested in 
previous sketches in Krier's work; it 
appears also in his project for the 
Royal Mint Housing competition 
(1974). In the Royal Mint the idea 
has been to define the space first and 
bring public huildings which could 
communicate to this pub/ic space, 
attaching them to the pre-existing 
wall at a later stage, whereas in 

67 

Amiens the wall comes after the 
buildings. 

20 

68-69 The quadrangle form contains 
numerous possibilities for its ulterior 
transformation; as soon as the 'Wall 
of Amiens' was built, a new set of 
possibilities would be open to the 
town for its development. Naturally 
the space could remain as proposed 
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but it could also be transformed in 
its interior by the erection of 
buildings attached to it and the 
erection of freestanding buildings; 
the wall creates a unifying back
ground. Any intervention over this 
weil defined space would have a 
strong effect over the totality of the 
space. Further, the area between the 
wall and the existing buildings, and 
beyond the wall (to the open space) 
could also be transformed. 

66 

66 66 



70 Krier '$ proposal 

71 ·7] New ;nlervelltlofls cOllld ei/her 
ha~t a regular alld geomelric cltarac· 
ItrOrafl irreglliar fOndom qualII)' . 
I1 could lead (0 large sCIlle cell/rall)' 
conrrolled opera(iom or 10 small 
scole opera/iollS s/aggered ifl time. 

Echternach 
High school at Echtemach, 1970: 

11re brief required the provision of 
new accommodation amounting ·to 
an area as large as that of the existing 
school. 

73 

71 

73-74 The town of Echtemach 
retains 0 very strong urban character 
and a eoherent unity. The sehool 
buildings form an important part of 
a Baroque complex. In the town the 
solution meets the requirements of 
the programme without having a 
negative impact on the development 
of the town. This was achieved by 
duplicating the school bui/ding by 

74 

21 

means oftlte construction ofan 
extemally iden tical block running 
parallel to it and creating an arcade 
in the space left between the 
buildings. 
That the appropriation of the exist· 
ing architectural vocabulary has been 
carried out to an extreme in this 
project. is legitimised by the need of 
ereating a large hui/ding and making 
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it disappear at tlte same time witltin 
the general context of the town. 

75 Transformation of the basiliea of 
Saint 'W': various altematives for 
creating an entranee poreh are 
suggested. 

(All drawings based on originals by 
Leon Krier) 

66 

66 
66 



La Villette/ Paris 

76 
La Villette, Paris, 1976,Leon Krier. 

The brief of the competition called 
for the reutilisation of two large 
buildings existing on the site: the 
'Grande Salle', a slaughterhouse built 
in 1958, and the 'Grande Halle', one 
of three large buildings which con
stituted a cattle market, built in 
1866. 

Dusseldorf 
Düsseldorf, James Stirling 

77 
76-77 The 'Grande Salle' transformed:' 
the urban grid penetrates the 
building. This is possible because of 
the gigantic scale ofits structure. The 
main boulevard crosses through it, 
and an open space is created (Place 
des Cong,.esj in the centre of the 
intersection. 
The monumental slaughterhouse is 
transformed into an important part 

81-82 The museum building is closely 
related to pre-existing buildings to 
the point of having a small facade of 
its own on the street. Aseries of 

22 

of the quartier, and-though it retains 
its monumental character, it is also 
integrated into the domestic struc
ture ofurban blocks. The plan reads 
in these two opposite but simul
taneous aspects. 

78 The project by Agrest and Gandel
sonas is similar in that the 'Grande 
Salle' is also integrated into a 

inleres/ing spatial experiences is 
organisep on a small site along a 
route wlrieh erO$ses lltrough the 
building. 

82 
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80 
compact urban formation. 
The slaughterhouse, never used for its 
original purpose, could become a 
primary element of the quartier of 
La Villette. 

79-80 The 'GrandeHalle 'transformed: 
'This 19th-century market building 
becomes reduced by its two lower 
aisles and built into a block with 
artisans workshops. ' 

82 



Berlin 

lIJ 
Meilleke Slras e, Ber/m, James 
Slirlillg 

83 A resid/mliol sueel wlll, all hO//lO' 
lelleOIlS charaeler . 

84-86 Was lorllely deslroyeu for Ihe 
fOI/SlflU' lioll of 0 I/Iull/-slore , cor 
park wlrielr dae 1/01 0/11 , eomplelely 
deslror 'Ire Slreel frolll , bul also is 

87 

84 
d/srllpl/ve beeause of iu seale alld Ihe 
clu//Isillen of irs areMleeture. 

85-87 rhe arehileel's ubjeclive has 
beeil '/0 //lake good Ihe post·war 
deslmcliOll broughl aboul by 
modem bui/dillg alld eomlllerciali -
al/ol/'. 

23 

A lIew blli/dillg is proposed, wMch 
cOt/ceuls Ihe garage block and yet 
allows for ils lIorl/lal fllrrctioll;lIg. 
A l'arielY of aCCO/1/lIIodOllot/s /s 
provided, ond Ihe Sireel seale and 
q1101i1 are reslored. 
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84 



Housing Estates 

88A 

Transformation of Housing estates 

The transformation of housing 
estates in!o integral parts of the city 
requires an intervention oftwo 
connotations: at one level, the 
addition of new buildings is necessary 
for creating an urban structure, and 
for creating an intermediate urban 
scale which mediates between the 
monumental scale of the tower block 
or slab block, and the open space. At 
a different level, such action needs to 
contemplate the diversification of 
functions (de-zoning) necessary for a 
real integration of the buildings with 
the diversity of urban uses. 

88 and 89 Transformation of Ayles
bury Estate, South London. Students 
of the Architectural Association were 
asked to produce schemes for 
creating a connection between the 
pedestrian deck on the second /loor 
ofthe housing blocks and the ground. 
New facilities should be provided 
around the system of staircases or 
ramps which were developed in the 
proposals. Although the schemes 

90 

88B 88C 
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refer to only one reduced area of the 
estate, they indicate a viable way of 
dealing with under-used pedestrian 
facilities and lack of urban contact 
with the ground. 

90 Transformation of a housing 
estate, Clapham Junction, London, 
Dominique Gerard. 
This project was developed within a 
more comprehensive framework, 
since the systematic transformation 
of an entire housing estate into an 
urban quartier was required_ The 
useless space created by the position 
of the tower block in relation to the 
street is filled in with additional 
buildings which creates larger /lats on 
the three lower /loors, and shops at 
street level. 

88A 88A 88A 



91 A French 'Grand Ensemble', con
sisting of very large slab blocks and 
vast open spaces, is transformed by 
means of the construction of the 
'court' type buildings which are 
attached to the original blocks, 
and some free-standing buildings 
strategically located creating a sense 
of spatial definition. Trees are 
planted on very regular layouts, 
reinforcing the definition of the 
urban space. Additional blocks in 
these projects are intermediate in 
scale and the disproportionate large 
scale of the pre-existing buildings 
is effectively broken down into 
separate sections with ~ strong sense 
ofidentity. 
Project by B Althabegoity, V Comu, 
M Ketoff, P de Turenne, students of 
architecture. 

25 
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92 to 94 An exercise in the trans
formation of a hypothetical housing 
estate. The conditions sought are: 

1 The reconstruction of urban space; 

2 The creation of a variety of 
accommodation; 

3 The transformation of an open-plan 
ground /loor, with the building raised 
over columns, into a room of collect
ive use and different possibilities of 
access. 
The additive buildings are attached to 
the blind walls typical of a housing 
block ofthis nature, and create 
courts around the building. The scale 
and character is domestic, the 
elements are traditional. 

Project by Rodrigo Perez de Arce. 

88A 

88A 

88A 

88A 



Chandigarh I/Assembly Building 

95A 
95 The Assembly Building in 
Chandigarh is an ensemble of 
disparate buildings grouped together 
to meet the requirements of a 
complex brief. 

(A) The hyperbolic shell of the 
assembly chamber with its pyramid 
roof and the monumental portico 
constitute its monumental elements. 

96A 

97 

95B 
(B) These are in turn encircled by 
an office block with a brise soleil 
covering the external facades. 

(C) The space defined between the 
office block and the [ree-standing 
elements is roofed over to complete 
the building, leaving some of the 
building's singular elements project· 
ing through the roof. 

96B 

98 

97 The infill columns and roof wh ich 
cover the space left between the 
buildings are strikingly similar to 
those elements shown as possible 
ways ofroofing over the central 
space in Leo Krier's scheme for the 
Royal Mint Housing Competition. 
(drawing based on Krier's sketches) 

26 

95C 

98 The precise shape of the portico 
was revised several times until the 
final form was reached. 

99 The 'Tour des Ombres' (Tower of 
Shadows) was one ofthe monuments 
which was intended to be placed on 
the vast central esplanade. The 'Tour 
des Ombres' is a Corbusian brise 
solie! without a building. 
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96 Le Corbusier developed these 
elements in isolation before grouping 
them together. His preliminary 
sketches show the origin of the 
hyperbolic concrete shell for the 
council chamber. 
The church of St Pierre in Firminy 
was to be based on a similar form, 
but in this instance, standing in 
isolation. 

96C 

99 



Dacca I/Citadel of the Assembly 

100 (A) The Citadel of the Assembly, 
Dacca (Louis Kahn) is the most 
complex of Kahn 's 'societies of 
rooms '. Each part of the bui/ding 
hasan integrity ofits own. 

(B) The assembly chamber is a 
cylindrical shaped bui/ding - a 
'building within a building'. The basis 
for the design of this chamber is 
explained by Kahn as folIows: 

'Once in dass while explaining that 
structure is the maker of /ight, I 
introduced the idea of the beauty of 
the Greek columns in relation to each 

101 

l04A 

JOOA 
other and I said the column was not 
light, the space was light. But the 
column feels strong not inside the 
column but outside . .. and more and 
more the column wants to feel its 
strength outside, and it leaves a 
hollow inside more and more, and 
becomes conscious of the hollow. 
And ifyou magnify this thought the 
column gets bigger and bigger, and 

102 

100B 
the periphery gets thinner and 
thinner, and inside is a court. ,20 

(C) The outer bui/ding is composed 
ofeight integral parts: a mosque, an 
entrance hall, four identical office 
blocks, the ministers' lounge, and a 
bui/ding for dining and recreation. 

101 and 103 Each component bui/d-

104B 
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100C 
ing has a very strong identity and a 
precise geometry. 

102 nIe outer ring of bui/dings seen 
in isolation suggests that the parts of 
tlre citadel have a value in themselves, 
but tlrey also acquire a special quality 
when grouped together. 

104 (A,B,C) Kahn probably did not 
have this column building in mind 
when exploring the design possibi/
ities of the assembly bui/ding. In this 
project by Francois Barbier (1768-
1826) the column becomes hollowed 
only to be occupied by a bui/ding 
which is placed within it. 

103 

104C 



Chandigarh 2 

I05A 
105 (A) Nolli's plan of Rome (1748) 
is extremely important in that it 
shows the plan of the city as the plan 
of the totality of spaces wh ich have a 
spatial relevance and a monumental 
dimension. 

(B) Within the framework 0/ an 
irregular street layout there exist 
regular spaces: the monuments and 
their ad;acent spaces. 

(C) A further simplification of the 
plan shows the impossibility 0/ urban 
order when the city is constituted 
from isolated buildings ofmonu
mental character only. 

i 06 This is the case of the Capitol 
area in Chandigarh: the Assembly 
Building, Secretariot, and High Court 

106 

I05C 
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are placed not only at considerable 
distance from each other, but also 
at the edge of the town. 

108 109 

28 

107-108 [fthe monumental centre of 
Chandigarh were re-urbanised in 
much the same way as Dioc/etion :s
Palace, but basing this action on a 
plan of re-urbanisation developed in 
relation to Corbusier's layout, a sur
prisingly effective result could be 
achieved. 
The original layout contains the basis 
for a tridimensional space arrange
ment when a simple grid (50mx50m) 
is superimposed on it. 

109 An alternative plan is shown 
with a denser occupation of the 
central area where urban blocks reach 
right to the perimeter of the esplanade 

88A 

88A 



Dacca2 

110 The government centre at Dacca 
suffers from the same problems as 
Chandigarh . Kahn 's plan leaves enor
mous spaces between the groups of 
buildings. These spaces, as in 
Chandigarh, were designated by 
Kahn as 'green areas '. 

III The plan as laid out by Kahn is 
centred on two areas: the Citadel of 

the Assembly (with the assembly 
buildings and the ministers' and 
secretaries' hostels stretching along 
the lake); and the Citadel of the 
Institutions (with the Secretariat 
Building and the future institutional 
buildings extending towards the 
north). 
Between the two Duilt-up areas 
there is a vast public park which is 

29 

only interrupted by two lakes which 
create an island situated in front of 
the assembly. 

112 The re-urbanisation of the 
government centre in Dacca cou/d be 
resolved in various ways. This par
ticular plan is based on the super
imposition of a regular grid pattern 
laid over the existing plan, the 

112 
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110 
creation of a central esplanade on 
the axis ofthe Assembly and the 
Secretariat to produce a monu
mental space, and the spanning of 
one of the lakes to create a con
tinuous urban pattern from the 
Secretariat to the Assembly. 

88A 



Chandigarh J 

113 

115 

113 The High Court area in 
Chandigarh before and after the 
transformation. The rejlecting pool 
is filled in so that the square reaches 
right up to the High Court Building. 
1he new buildings are suggested with 
large openings which lead to internal 
garden courts and galleries. 1hese 
buildings could contain areas of 
housing, shops and offices, and 
buildings relating to the government 
centre. 

1141he Open Hand monument is 
now surrounded by buildings which 
create an intimate square. 1he 
relationship between the sculpture 
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and the nearby buildings is one of 
a dramatic contrast ofscale, texture, 
and shape. 1he 'pit of contempla· 
tion' is used here as a playground 
for children. 

1151he boulevard of the Secretariat 
is a broad and well·shaped street. The 
buildings located alongside the 
boulevard are designed in accordance 
with the modular building type 
proposed by Le Corbusier for the 
shopping centre of the town. This 
type allows for a certain j1exibility, 
and the unified character and propor
tion of the street is ensured. 
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DaccaJ 

116 Many architectural forms which 
could be useful in the re-urbanisation 
of the government centre of Dacca 
exist already in the buildings 
designed by Kahn. Complete com
ponents such as the office block 
elements of the Assembly Building 
are used here in their own right 
standing alongside the central 
esplanade. The ground and first 
floors could be given to different 
uses other than offices: shops, 
galleries, or even housing. 

117 The aerial view shows many of 
the existing buildings, such as the 
Assembly Building with raised plat
[orms which extend from it on 
two sides, and the ministers' and 
secretaries' hostels flan king one side 
of the lake. These buildings are now 
integrated into a dense urban grid, 

118 

118 

117 
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and they become part of a far richer 
spatial context. 
118 kahn deslgned the portico of the 
hospital building and produced a 
unique building with circular brick 
openings and a complex system of 
arches and openings to its in terior. 
But the hospital 's portico stands in 
isolation as having been designed -
becoming almost irrelevant in its 
isolation. An identical portico is 
suggested, creating astreet of unique 
quality by reusing an urban element 
already designed and adapted for a 
different function - as a public place 
with shops and workshops attached 
to it. The height of the portico could 
be used as a datum height indicating 
the extent of fairfaced brickwork 
throughout the city: buildings pro
jecting above this level could have a 
different finishing materiaL 



Conclusion 

To conclude this study, two divergent opinions on 
the conception of the city are quoted here. Tbey 
reflect the profound differences which exist bet
ween those who on the one hand cannot under
stand the remains of the past in any way other 
than as anomalous elements which, depending on 
the value they place on them, should be either 
preserved or destroyed; and, on the other hand, 
those who understand the construction and strue
ture of the city, and aceept no valid difference 
between 'old' and 'new' when integrating the 
remains of the past into the Iiving city. 

I should like to divide the problem of Rome, 
the Rome of the 20th century, into two 
categories : the problems of necessity and the 
problems of grandeur. One cannot confront the 
latter unless the first has been resolved. Tbe 
problems of neeessity rise from the growth of 
Rome and are encompassed in this binomial: 
housing and communieations. Tbe problems of 
grarideur are of another kind : We must Iiberate 
alJ of Ancient Rome from the mediocre con
struetion tha t disfigures it . . . bu t side by side 
with the Rome of Antiquity and Christianity 
we must also ereate the monumental Rome of 
the 20th century. 

MussoIini21 

Rodrigo Perez de Aree, born in Santiago, Chile, 
1948. Studied architecture in Santiago. Worked 
for one year in Valparaiso on a research project 
on the evolution of the town whieh is currently 

To understand monuments as pieces of cities, 
sedimentations of materials that can be trans
formed, adapted, and arranged for a fresh Iife, 
does not mean a cultural adventure , but a great 
project for the principal nations of Europe. 
Tbis, to some extent, happened - and often 
catastrophicalJy - during the Napoleonic era 
and after the Uniftcation of italy, but despite 
the way it was carried out, it constituted a pro
gressive fact. 
Today this analysis ean and must be earried out 
upon the city's outskirts too. Tbere are 
factories, farms, and suburbs that need to be 
used not simply in termsof reuse, but through 
a plan. 

Aldo Rossi22 
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INTRODUCTION 
By the early seventies, no one could dispute 
the bankruptcy of modernist planning; not so 
much because it was unrealisable but, 
ironically enough, because it had become a 
reality. The modern ist desire to universalise 
the city had led to a 'Iogical, univocal, 
mathematical' city-machine. Thus the 'aura' 
of the building as an individualised object as 
weil as that of the street, piazza, court, or 
city-block as particularised places had been 
disdainfullyeradicated. 
It is in the light of such a debilitating 
experience that the work of Rodrigo Perez de 
Arce should be seen. Two major issues 
underlie his work. First, a cancern for the re
urbanisation of the Ville Radieuse; second a 
cancern for the sedimentation of architectural 
history. The first is a critique of Cartesian 
reason, not so much because it cannot be 
trusted, as for its having been idolised as an 
exemplar of the positivist spirit. In that sense, 
the project for the re-urbanisation of the 
modernist city embattles the scientific cult of 
'order without rhetoric'. Similarly, his project 
for the sedimentation of architectural history 
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Demetri Porphyrios 
aims at a critique of the serialised universality 
of modernism. Perez de Arce substitutes the 
lavishness of iconographic association for the 
sobriety of a factitious utilitarianism, hoping 
to retrieve in this way the lost 'aura' of 
architecture. 
However, neither the revival of the European 
tradition of city building, nor that of an 
Arbeitskultur, can materialise within the 
economo-political context of the Industrial 
Plan. In its preoccupation with material 
civilisation, the Industrial Plan can allow for 
tradition and culture only at the level of art. 
Perez de Arce seems to be aware of such an 
impasse. His Piranesian taste for erosion and 
historical sedimentation allows him to see 
both the architecture and the city of 
modernism already as ruins. In mending these 
ruins, however, there emerges a taste for the 
retrospective, the figuratively historical, and 
the sentimentally or languorously cultural. 
Architecture and the city embrace historicist 
figuration out of a wish to circumvent the 
cultural debilitation they are pushed into by 
the Industrial Plan. 

2 



STATEMENT Rodrigo Perez de Arce 
This work represents an intermediate stage in the development of an 
idea. It is not conclusive; rather it is an attempt at the correct 
identification of a problem. 
It deals with consecutive transformations of buildings and urban 
spaces, the characteristics of this process and the quality of 
architectural spaces generated by it. 
Drawings have been extensively used as analytical tools and to 
iIIustrate the various cases of transformations. These visual images, 
produced directly, have provoked notions and thoughts that were not 
fully formulated before work began. Drawings have apower to focus 
thoughts with precision and explicitness. This working method has 
not been thoroughly rational and possible contradictions will have to 
be unravelled. 
80th the areas of work, projects and research into urban 
transformations, are concerned to introduce a historical dimension, to 
establish the historical status of buildings and urban plans for the 
present and forseeable future. 
The pre-industrial city is a sedimentation, a layering of interventions 
wh ich enrich spaces and urban life. This occurs according to three 
types of transformation: the recycling of architectural elements, 
the reapppropriation of ruins and urban fragments and the 
transformations of inhabited buildings. Each of these transformations 
is of an accumulative nature; it tends to put old and new together, and 
it generally provokes an intensification of use. Major monumental 
buildings (churches, monasteries, palaces, mosques, and other public 
buildings) are built up in this piecemeal fashion, yet they retain 
cohesion. 
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The modern city has a tendency towards dispersal and fragmentation. 
Urban expansion and urban development are dominant; accumulative 
forms of transformation do not play an important role. The effect of 
this is negative in that it prevents a consolidation of the urban fabric 
and it prevents the intensification of the use of the city. Because it 
does not encourage any significant relationship with existing 
elements, it provokes a discontinuity between past and present. 
The pre-industrial city tends to evolve by integrating all elements into 
a totality according to a hierarchical order. The modern city has 
evolved into fragmented parts isolated in space and time. 
Both projects and research work call for consideration of the entire 
city as a continuous historical construction, rejecting the historicist 
approach which results all too easily in a treatment of ancient 
buildings as relics isolated in space and devoid of meaningful use. 
The accumulative construction of the city is a relevant alternative to 
the dispersal and fragmentation caused by modern urbanism. It can 
re-establish continuity in space and time, connecting the scattered 
fragments together and generating a sense of historical identity by 
linking existing and new parts. 
The projects have been developed according to this approach. Thus 
the point of departure for these urban interventions is a fragmentary 
urban order. 
The existing fragments have been studied, and wherever possible, 
the original vocabulary has been extended. This appears most clearly 
in the project for the reurbanisation of the Capitol area of Chandigarh 
which already contains an implicit urban layout. It also exists in the 
project for the re-urbanising of Runcorn's Southgate residential area 
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Stone gsrdens: the monuments without the city. 
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but it is more diffuse in the ca se of the government centre in Dacca 
which appears to be extremely fragmented. 
There was no first-hand experience of Chandigarh and Dacca. The 
lack of knowledge about established modes of social life, urban 
traditions and architectural typologies, places obvious limits on these 
proposals. Nevertheless, they open up possibilities to further 
development. Because the same concept can generate alternative 
schemes, it is possible to see these proposals as preliminary 
statements wh ich require further revision and development. 
The Runcorn scheme differs from the others. Whereas in Chandigarh 
and Dacca there is no context of an urban fabric for the monuments, in 
Runcorn monuments are absent except for a faceless, monolithic 
shopping centre: it is the urban fabric itself which assumes a 
monumental dimension. The re-urbanisation of Runcorn requires the 
reconstruction of an urban order and the re-establishment of a 
hierarchical system. The monumental residential blocks have to be 
de-monumentalised. The mechanical and repetitive plan has to evolve 
into a new plan which emphasises the distinctive character of streets, 
squares, courts and alleys. 
These projects are planned interventions. They describe the general 
framework for the evolution of these cities. They operate like 
foundation plans, establishing a basic set of rules and relationships 
and co-ordinating the various urban elements. 
A spontaneous transformation of these fragmentary cities could be an 
alternative to these schemes. The formal result would be entirely 
different but the purpose would most surely remain the same. 
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The r,.ns'orm.rion o( OiocltJrllln 's P.lllce, Sp.I.to; view 01 the perystile court. 
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Archaeological sites in historical 
centres have broken the 
continuity of the plan and have 
often led to a pernicious form of 
'historical zoning'. giving to 
particular areas single functions. 
eradicating everyday life. 
The aims of archaeologists are 
not always clearly defined. 
whether to reveal the essential 
nature of one chosen period, or 
to keep the surviving evidence of 
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multiple periods of occupation. 
The two views of the Roman 
Forum before and after 
excavations and another 
showing it as it might be with 
evidence of all medieval and 
subsequent occupation 
removed. thus stressing the 
Roman image, indicate just how 
difficult archaeological 

decisions can be. 
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The co-existence of ruins and 
buildings in use is one form of 
relationship between the 
existing and the new, but this 
relationship can also occur when 
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existlng fragments are recycled 
and more elaborately integrated, 
such as the transformation of 
the Portico de Ottavia, Rome, 

into a church. 
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Ruins ara ambiguous by nature, evocative and suggestive. The 
hall of Diocletian's Baths, prior to its transformation by 
Michelangelo into a church, is not dissimilar from the emerging 

fabric of St. Peter's Basilica, 
expanding slowly from the 
central crossing towards its 
perimeter. Both buildings 
conform to a model of additive 
transformation, both of them 
limit the activity of the architect, 
who must needs take account of 

a dominant existing fabric. 
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The process of metamorphosing architecture allows Palladio to 
combine known architectural elements in a new way, Wren to 
add a dome above old St. Paul's to replace the medieval tower, 
and Inigo Jones to provide a classical dress and a portico for the 
same building. The impulse is symbolic rather than pragmatic. 
Classical architecture is surprisingly flexible. Its long history 
offers innumerable instances of the transformation of classical 
buildings, such as that of the Temple of Hephaistos in the 

Agora in Athens. 
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The Ponte Meison, a building type which has almost 
disappeared, embodies the idea of the continuity of urban 
texture and the intensification of the urban landscape, natural 
and artificial: the roadway becomes an active street. Both old 
London Bridge and the Ponte Vecchio in Florence are examples 

of additive transformation. 

1 2 
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The Acropo/is. Athens. 18th century view. 
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· DACCA CHANDIGARH RUNCORN 
THREE PROJECTS FOR THE 

RE URBANISATION 
OF THE 
MODERN 

CITY 
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A 

RE-URBANISATION OF CHANDIGARH 
The first stage of transformation consists in walling up the open 
spaces, creating a network of streets, squares and garden 
courts, some of which can be used for growing food; others can 
be used as public or semi-public gardens. These can be slowly 

built over, the garden courts becoming urban blocks. 

s c 
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In these alternative plans basad on Corbusier's layout, tha 
'green areas' of the original beeome tha fa brie of the new town. 
Existing buildings ara enriehed when ineorporatad into the 

new plan. 
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The public spaces of the transformed town: the tree-lined 
boulevard of the Secretariat, the 'open-hand' square, the local 
service buildings and the new square of the Supreme Court. 
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RE-URBANISATION OF DACCA 
Existing and proposed plans of Dacca . The half-moon take is 
spanned by four bridges, connecting the istand site in front of 
the Assembty building to the rest of the city. The main axis 
proposed by Kahn, relating the Assembly building to the long 

Secretariat building, is retained and developed. 
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The system of public spaces can be related visually without a 
physical connection between the Assembly building at one end 
and the Secretariat building at the other. The office blocks of the 
Assembly building are treated as independent elements and are 

repeated in pairs in front of it, flanking the Assembly Square. 
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A lakeside promenade is 
proposed as a public space 
facing the existing Assembly 
building and Ministers'hostels 

across the lake. 
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The domestic courts and shaded 
streets relate to the buildings 
designed by Kahn for the 

Government Centre. 
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RE-URBANISATION OF RUNCORN 
Domestic buildings take on monumental expression in Runcorn. 
The repetitive monumental order inhibits the creation of a 
domestic realm and also the development of a true urban 
monument. 
A comparison of the scale of central Runcorn and Aigues 
Mortes (1 5,000 inhabitants) reveals the extent of the 
fragmentation of the modern city. 
The programme for the re-urbanisation of Runcorn includes the 
reconstruction of the urban blocks, the breaking down of the 
monolithic shopping centre into small units, and diftusing the 
monumental character of the existing houses. A small 

assembly hall dominates the central area. 
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The fountain square in the heart of the city, in which the colossal 
viaduct forms of Stirling's project are developed as a portico 
serving as a facade for the town. The 'L' -shaped blocks are 
enclosed, forming perimeter blocks which include small internal 
court buildings. The roofs are developed into allotment gardens 
and the new corner buildings emerge as garden pavilions. 
What will happen to Runcorn and other modern cities we do 

notknow .... 
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If these buildings ere conceived 
in traditional materials, set 
within the context of a different 
economy and a more 
enlightened appreciation of the 
value of buildings, it is possible 
to imagine a cycle of 
occupation, perhaps followed 
by abandonment and 

36 
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reappropriation with further 
transformations. Whether these 
buildings make a strong case for 
transformation is a moot point. 
The value of modern 
architecture may be questioned, 
glven its poor performance and 

impermanence. 
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Runcorn trasformata 
Una verifica sulla lunga durata 

La Runcorn New Town e stata costruita nell'arco di 
quindici anni, partendo, si puo dire, da zero, a testimo
nianza delle notevoli risorse finanziarie, manageriali e 
tecniche ehe vengano messe in molo per portare a termi
ne un compito di Questa natura e scala. Sotto quest'a
spetto, Runcorn e un tipico esempio dei nostei tempi e 
dei modo in cui sorgono i nuovi insediamenti urbani. 

Essa pone anzitut!o due problemi di fondo: eos'e ehe 
fa di un agglomerato una citta, com'e possibile ehe na
sca una vera vita urbana e, infine, carn'e possibile preve
dere l'emergenza di una cultura ehe si faccia espressione 
di vita in tale citta e ehe contribuisca, in ultima analisi, 
all'arrieehimento culturale del paese? 

La nostra societa soffre di una tendenza assai forte e 
persistente a costruire citta e cittadine deurbanizzanti, 
stimolandone la crescita oltre ogni limite aceettabile. 
Runeorn si offre come alternativa all'incubo delle con
dizioni di vita dei primi insediamenti industriali. Ma 
I'introduzione quasi fanatica dell'automobile e la priori
ta ehe le e stata assegnata nella pianificazione, il modo 
in cui le diverse funZloni sono state ghettizzate in 3ree 
diverse, generando, di conseguenza, incompatibilitä lad
dove si aveva prima compatibilitä. 1a dispersione, la 
mancanza di compattezza e la Quasi completa assenza di 
un riferimento ordinatore, configurano un'immagine 
ehe non e convincentemente urbana. 

Come alternativa alla eitt" qual i: oggi, cib ehe si pro
pone in questo saggio e nel progetto che 10 accompagna 
e I'ulteriore sviluppo di una delle sue parti in un agglo
merato pili campleto e coesivo. eia, in se, non basta ad 
assicurare uno sviluppo urbano positiva. ma, per una 
volta, si vogliono riconcentrare gli SfOTZi su una precisa 
possibilita di costruire su un'area partendo da quanto 
gia esiste in essa t eon un'attenta considerazione e rein
terpretazione dell'attuale progetto urbano, cosi che le ti
pologie edilizie, studiate da una nuova prospettiva, pos
sano offrire una moltiplicitä di soluzioni e, in phi , un 
senso della storia e una consapevolezza deI luogo. 

Di lutte le wße ehe costituiscono Runcorn, e 5tato 
scello un singolo insediamento residenziale col suo cen
tro eommerciale aUiguo. come elementi dai Quali part ire 
per un'azione di questo üpo. La decisione non e casuale, 
ma dcriva in parte dal fatto che questa zona della eitt" 
ha una piu forte definizione formale e una chi ara - se 
pur non risolta - a.mbizione urbana. 

11 progetto e ambizioso e non pUD essere interamente 
eondusivo. Esso propone un piano per la riurbanizza
zione di questa localita, cercando di essere unifieante 
pur ammettendo la diversita. Vi e. tuttavia, un'alternati
va legittima al piano urbano predefinito, che eorrispon
de alla graduale riappropriazione di edifici e di terreni 
vacanti, che pUD presentarsi ogni qual volta (e per qua
lunque ragione) scompaiono le forme di controllo sul 
territorio e sugli edifici, cosi che un progetto ehe rifletta 
intrinsecamente la coscienza urbana degli abitanti pub 
finalmcnte assumere forma. Questo tipo di sviluppo si 
situa, per ovvie ragioni, oltre 10 scopo deI progettista , e 
le attuali condizioni della nostra societä oe rendono I'at
tuazione ancor piu improbabile deI progetto originale. 
L'optimum sarebbe forse I'impostare un progetto ehe 
possa servire da base di riferimento, un progetto
quadro, ehe fornisca il necessario coordinalJ"lento degli 
elernenti della cittA. lasciandone )'attuazione a un'azio
ne di diretto controllo, portata al punto di poter sovver
tire anehe gli elementi deI progetto originale. 

Questo e un dilemma intrinseco all'architettura. E 
rappresentato dal Palazzo di Diocleziano come progetto 
globale e dalla eitt" che emerge dal suo interno come ri
sultato di una riappropriazione graduale. La sola certez
za in merito sta nel fatto ehe piu la citta si forma su se 

Runcorn transformed 
A long-term check 

Runcorn New Town has been built almost from 
scratch in 15 years. This fact testifies to the considerable 
financial, managerial and technical resources whieh can 
be mobilised to accomplish a task of this nature and 
seale. It is, in this sense, a typicaJ example of Dur times 
and of the way in which new urban settlements are 
established. 

Ir poses fundamental questions: what is it that makes 
a town, how is it possible that urban life comes into be
ing, and finally, how is it possible to envisage the 
emergence of an urban culture which beeomes the ex
pression of life in that town, and contributes ultimately 
to the cultural growth of the country? 

Our society suffers from a very strong and persistent 
drive to de-urbanising cities and towns while stimulating 
their growth to limits beyond the recognisable. Runcorn 
offers itself as an alternative to the nightmare of the 
conditions of life in the early industrial settlements. But 
the almost fanatical introduction of the motor car and 
the priority which has been given to ·it within the plan, 
the way in which functions have been allocated in 
separate areas with a consequent generation of ineom
patibilities between what has always been eompatible, 
the dispersion and lack of density, and the alm ost com
plete lack of any referential order, configurate an image 
which is not convincingly urban. 

As an alternative to the present town, what is propos
cd here in this essay and in the aceompanying project, is 
a further development of one of its parts into a denser 
and more cohesive formation . This, in itself, is not 
enough to ensure a positive urban development, but for 
once efforts are intended to be concentratedagain on an 
area, with the possibility of building up from the basis 
of what is given there, with a careful consideration and 
reinterpretation of the present urban plan, so thill the 
present building types, when studied from a new 
perspective, can offer a multiplicity of possibilities, and 
further , a sense of history and a consciousness of place. 

Of all the areas which constitute Runcorn, one single 
housing estate and its neighbouring commercial centre 
have been chosen as the elements out of which an action 
of this nature can be implemented. This decision is not 
aecidental, it derives in part from the fact of this part of 
the town having a stronger formal definition and a c1ear 
- if not fulfilled - urban ambition. 

This project is an ambitious one, and it cannot be en
tirely conclusive. It proposes a plan for the reurbanisa
tion of this site which seeks to be unifying while allow
ing for diversity. There exists, though, a legitimate alter
native to the predefined urban plan. It corresponds to 
the gradual reappropriation of buildings and vacant 
land such as can occur whenever (for whatever reason) 
the forms of control over land ~nd buildings disappear, 
so that a plan which would refleet intrinsically the urban 
consciousness of the inhabitant~ may finally take shape. 
This form of development lies, for obvious reasons, 
beyond the scope of the architeet, and. present condi
tions in our society make its implementation even more 
improbable than the original plan . Perhaps the ideal 
would be to set up a plan which could serve as a basis of 
reference, a foundational plan providing the necessary 
co-ordination of the elements of. the town, its implemen
tation being left to occur as an action of direct cöntro} to 
a point at which even elements of the original plan could 
be subverted. 

This is a dilemma intrinsic to architeeture. It is 
represented by Diocletian's Palace as the all
encompassing plan, and the town whicb emerges from 
within it as the resul! of gradual ~eappropriation. The 
only certainty about it lies in the fact that the more the 
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I. Vista da nord di Runcom "riur
banizzata" verso la zona dl Soulh. 
gste. 
2. 3. Southgate, Cli edlficl tlislenli 
e 1a riurbanizzazione. 
4. Runcom/Pil1loesi. 11 templo dl 
Vespasiano e le aase d.i Southiate. 

1. Vlew of "re-urbanized" Run 
corn (rom north tow.rds Ihe 
Southgate area. 
2, 3. Southgate. existing buildings 
and re-urbanization. 
4. Runcorn/Piranesi. the temple 
or Vespasian and Southgate. 
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5. Rucorn new town, veduta dei 
blocchi amministrativi, d~1 centro 
acquistl ~ di Southgate. 
6. Deptford. progetto per un via
dotto con abitazloni. 
7. Abu Symbel, t~mpio di Hator. 

5. Runcorn new town, view of ad· 
ministration blocks, shopping cen· 
tre and Southgate housing. 
6. Deptrord, a plan for a viaduct 
with houses uRder the arehes. 
7. Abu Symbel, temple 0' Hator. 

stessa, phI questi due fattori sono suseettibili di un reci
'proco adattamento. 

Runcom: il Master Plan 
Il progetto della eittlt si basa su un eireuito di strade a 

traffieo veloee deseriventi un numero otto e raeehiuden
ti due vasti appezzamenti di terTeno ehe inglobano le va
rie aree urbane residenziali e il preesistente nucleo urba
no: il viUagio di Halton, eon la sua eollina e le rovine 
dell'antico eastello, ehe e una delle earatteristiehe salien
ti deI paesaggio e la eitrn originale di Runeorn, ehe oe
eupa una parte deI terreno adiaeent~ al ~ana]e navigabil.e 
di Manchester (il Mersey). Le funzlOm urbane sono fl

gorosamente zonizzate. A nord vi sono i gr~ndi sviluppi 
industriali, eon frange a ovest e a sud-est, e tl earatt.ere e 
la vitalita della cittadina dipendono in larga mISura 
dall'industria. Le strutture eommerciali sono per 10 phI 
eoneentrate in un grande edificio, situato in posizione 
centrale nella·eitta. La maggior parte delle zone residen
ziali si sviluppano in forma di quartieri residenziali a 
bassa densita, basati sul prineipio della citta-giardino, 
eon una profusione di ease monofamiliari e di giardini 
privati. Parallelamente al sistema autostradale, vi e una 
rete di autobus ehe funziona eome sistema viario indi
pendente, collegando i vari punti. 

Le diverse parti della eittlt sono geograficamente sepa
rate I'una dall'altra, e I'effetto delle grandi autostrade, 
eon le loro banehine pronunciate e le "aree a 
paesaggio" sui due lati, e quello di ereare distese assa~ 
ampie di terreno senza edifici, rinfor.z~ndo il earattere d~ 
"zone a isola" della eitta. Automoblh ed autobus sono 1 

soli mezzi effieaci per spostarsi da un luogo all'altro, le 
strade pedonali avendo il eonsueto earattere desolate e 
battuto dal vento. 11 progetto urbano e discontinuo e as
sai frammentato, maneano elementi urbani rieonoscibili 
e gli edifici di grande scala sono pochi. 

Paradossalmente, in questa citta in eui l'automobile 
gioca un ruolo fondamentale, le strade sono progettate 
in modo da creare I'illusione di guidare in piena campa
gna. Come a Milton Keynes, una pervadente uniformitit 
domina i pereorsi rotabili, cosi ehe la eontinuita dei tes
suto urbano e sostituito drtlla continuitit nozionale stabi
Iita dall'uso dell'automobile. Cib e sottolineato dalla 
presenza di una eostosa rete di strade di ampie dimensio
ni, progettate in modo ehe non vi e se.nso di ~erareh~a. 
luogo 0 direzione, se non la vista oceaslOnale dl una ple
tra miliare e una diffusa segnaletiea. 

Ad eeeezione deI eomplesso eommerciale, di alcuni 
palazzi per uffiei edel progetto residenziale di Southgate 
(progettato da James Stirling), vi e un accentuato c~rat
tere di cittlt senza monurnenti, nella quale la scala ndot
ta e la varieta di pianta e di progetto suggeriscono 1 'im
magine illusoria di un villaggio infinito. 11 complesso per 
aequisti eileaso limite. Edifieio senza faeciate, da! pro
filo piuttosto basso e eoneettualmente crescente all'infi
nito esso e in realta l'unico edificio ehe consente la fu
sion~ di gran parte delle attivita urbane associate alla vi
ta eommerciale Quotidiana di una eitta. La strada urba
na e sostituita da un grande capannone incluso in esso, 
ehe eontiene una rete interna di pereorsi, una piazza e 
una piazza deI mereato, destinate a eonservare un senso 
di realtä. e d'immediatezza in questo mondo altamente 
attrezzato artificialmente iIluminato, ossessivamente 
igienieo. La &ua vita e dettata dalla seansione temporale 
delle attivita commerciali e se ne avverte la presenza de
solata ogni qual volta i negozi si ehiudono. . 

A complicare le eose, illivello pubblieo e sollevato dl 
sei metri dal piano terra. su una piattaforma precaria
mente eollegata mediante passerelle ai vari percorsi pe
donali ehe eonfluiscono in esso da ogni lato. I eollega
menti diretti eol piano terra sono insignificanti e avven
gonG a mezzo di seale mobili. L'edificio e fianeheggiato 
da quattro costruzioru"-pareheggio a est e a ovest e l'inte
ro eomplesso e gestito da un'impresa privata. 

L' origine deI piano 
Sembrano esser state impiegate due eoncezioni diver

genti. La prima e l'idea della citta 'come serie di villaggi 
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in eui alberi e vegetazione ereano l'illusione di un mon
do a stretto eontatto eon la natura. La seconda e l'idea, 
solitamente associata con un eentro eittadino, della me
gastruttura ehe eoncentra in un solo edificio una varietä. 
di attivita pubbliche, cosi ehe questo si fa eondensato 
urbano, mondo intenso di vita. In realta questa seeonda 
coneezione fa si ehe i villaggi abbiano bisogno della me
gastruttura e viceversa. Un alto grado di mobilitlt si fa 
essenziale e alimenta la ereazione di strade a traffieo ve
loee. 

Paradossalmente, queste sono eosi fortemente defini
te da farsi geografia artifieiale modificatrice deI paesag
gio e la loro presenza e uIteriormente sottolineata dai 
grandi pali dell'illuminazione, visibili da tutti i villaggi. 

11 progetto originale deI centro urbano era deeisamen
te eoncepito eome megastruttura, entro la quale una rete 
di nudei di servizio avrebbe fornito il supporto struttu
rale agli elementi "ponte" ehe dovevano coprire il tratto 
da torre a torre e ehe sarebbero stati, almenD eoneettual
mente, sostituiti una volta superata la loro vita utile. 11 
progetto ricorda le opere dei metabolisti giapponesi, an
che se sembra ehe le pressioni di una definita localitlt, di 
un bilancio e di un programma precisi abbiano costretto 
a una soluzione meno spettacolare e piu eompromissua
le. Questo progetto fu poi rivisto, prima di raggiungere 
la forma attuale. 

Da un punto di vista manageriale, Runeorn e un sue
eesso. 11 eompito di costruire la cittit e di attrezzarla se
eondo le !inee dei progetto originario e stato sostanzial
mente realizzato e il risultato e un modello di capaeitit 
organizzativa. I particolari sono curati, le strade, i par
chi eIe ease eompletati. Sono stati piantati alberi a pro
fusione, e, ad eeeezione dei maggiori edifici (ine~uso il 
complesso di Stirling), e evidente ehe si e cereato dl crea
re un ambiente "amichevole", un'isola di eivilta in una 
regione fortemente industrializzata. Tetti e teg?le: muri 
di laterizio, recinzioni di legno e aecostamentt pIttore
schi sembrano eonfermare quest'immagine. 11 eontrasto 
si fa stridente ave si confronti Runcorn eon Liverpool 0 

eon Manchester, le due piil grandi cittit della regione. In 
realta, sembra assurdo ehe 10 sforzo umano e finanzia
rio posto nella eostruzione di questa nuova cittä. non sia 
stato eoneentrato piuttosto sul recupero di questi centri 
storici. Attualmente e un problema molto sentito, ma 
non 10 si affronta comunque in questo saggio. Per il be
ne 0 peT il male, Runcorn e un fatto, un nuovo eentro 
urbano che si aggiunge alla mappa di questo paese. 

La zooa di Southgate 
11 complesso residenziale di James Stirling e situato 

immediatamente a sud dell'edifieio per acquisti, fian
eheggiato sullato ovest dall'autostrada che taglia la eitta 
in direzione nord-sud. Le banchine dell'autostrada raf" 
forzano un bacino naturale entro il quale si sviluppano 
gli edifiei residenziali, eon la collina di Halton ben visi
bile a nord. Lo schema e del tutto atipico per le isole re
sidenziali della eitta. Si rieollega alle case a terrazza e ai 
cortili georgiaru, ha un forte earattere monolitieo e non 
fa coneessione alcuna a immagini pittoresche 0 all'uso 
di elementi vernacolari. 11 tessuto e imponente, la piantfi 
abbastanza meccanicistica e la scala monumentale. E 
costituito da due gruppi di edifici, la prima fase dei quali 
e stata pubblieata in varie riviste di arehitettura e eom
presa nel libro James Stirling: Buildings and Projects 
1950-74. Oli edifici della seeonda fase, che sono meno 
noti, sono costituiti da gruppi di ease a schiera, di earat
tere phI tradizionale, ma sconeertanti. Costruzioni leg
gere a intelaiatura di legno rivestite di pannelli vertieali 
di poliestere rinforzato con fibra di vetro di colori assai 
brillanti, si alternano , ereano strisee di grande scala 
d'arancio, bianco, azzurro e verde. 

Ordinamento generale 
Lo schema di Stirling eorrisponde senza dubbio al de

siderio di ereare entro Runeorn un settore urbano ehe si 
ponga come alternativa alla dispersione degli insedia
menti attigui. 13 organizzato secondo una griglia rigida, 
ehe erea una sequenza di corti quadrate e rettangolari. 
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town builds upon itself, the more these two faetors are 
subjected to adj ustment. 

Runcorn: Th. Master Plan 
The plan of the town is formed on the basis of a eir

cuit of high speed roads describing a figure eight and 
enclosing two large pieces of land, wh ich include the 
various residential urban areas and the existing urban 
nucleus: the Halton village, with its hill and the ruins of 
an ancient castle wh ich is one of the most prominent 
land features, and the original town of Runcorn, which 
occupies some land adjacent to the Manchester ship 
canal (River Mersey). Urban functions are very strictly 
zoned. There are large industrial developments oeeurr
ing at Ihe north, west and south-east fringes , and the 
character and livelihood of the town are very heavily 
dependent on induslry. Commercial faeilities are mainly 
concenlrated in one large building, which is loeated in a 
central position in the town. Most residential areas are 
developedas low-density housing estates based on a 
garden city idea with a profusion of individual houses 
and private gardens. Parallel to the expressway system, 
there is a bus network which operates on its independent 
road system, eonneeting the various parIs of the town. 

The different parts of Ihe town are geographieally 
segregated from eaeh other, and the effeet of the very 
large-seale roadways, with their pronounced banks and 
"Iandscaped areas" to either side, is to create very wide 
expanses of land which do not eontain any buildings, 
and which rein force the character of the town as eon
stituted by the island siles. The motor ear and the bus 
are the only effective means of moving from one place 
to another, pedestrian routes having (he familiar 
desolate and windswepl charaeter. The urban plan is 
discontinuous and very fragmented, there is an absence 
of recognisable urban elements and only a few large-
seale buildings. -

Paradoxieally, in this town where the motor ear plays 
a fundamental role, roads are so designed as to create 
the illusion of driving through the countryside. As in 
Milton Keynes, Ihere is a pervading uniformilY along 
the motorway roules, such that the continuily of the ur
ban fabrie is replaced by the notional continuity 
established by the use of the motor ear. This is sup
ported by the provision of an expensive network of 
generously-sized roads, which are so designed that there 
is no sense of hierarchy, plaee or direction, other than 
the oceasional sight of alandmark and a profusion of 
street signs. 

With the exception of the shopping-centre eomplex, 
some administrative buildings, and the Southgate hous
ing seheme (designed by James Stirling), there is an em
phasis upon the creation of a town without monuments, 
where low scale and variety of layout and design suggest 
the ilIusory image of an infinite village. The shopping 
complex is an extreme case. A building without facades, 
of a rather low profile, and coneeptually of infinite 
growth, is in fact the single building which eongregates 
most of the urban activities associated with the everyday 
commereiallife of a town. The urban street is replared by 
a large enclosed hangar .which contains an internal net
work of alleys, a "piazza", and a market plaee whieh has 
to preserve a sense of realily and immediacy on this highly 
serviced-, ariifieially lit and obsessively hygienie world. Hs 
life is dictated by Ihe timing of its eommercial activities, 
and its desolate presenee is feIt whenever the shops close. 

To make matters more difficult, the public level is 
raised 6 metres above the ground on a deek whieh is 
tenuously eonnected via pedestrian bridges to the 
various pedestrian routes which approach it from each 
side. Direct connections to the ground are meaningless, 
and oeeur by means of servieed slaireases. The building 
is flanked by four parking buildings to the east and 
west, and the entire eornplex is administcrcd by a private 
business enterprise. 

The origin of Ihe plan 
Two divergent eoneepts seem 10 have been employed. 

The first is the idea of the town as aseries of villages in 
whieh trees and planling ereate the illusion of a world in 
very dose contact with nature. The second is the idea, 
usually assoeiated with a town centre, of the megastrue
ture which concentrates in oße building a variety of 
public activities so that it becomes an urban condenser, 
a world of intense life. In reality, this seeond eoncept 
works so that the villages require the megastructure and 
viee versa. A high degree of mobility beeomes im
perative and hence the creation of express routes. 
Paradoxically, these are so strongly defined as to 
beeome an artifieial geography modifying the land
scape. Their presenee is further emphasized by the ex
istenee of high mast lighting poles which are visible from 
any of the villages. 

The original plan for the urban centre was more 
definitely conceived as a megastructure. where a grid of 
service cores provided structural support for "bridge" 
elements which would span from tower to tower, and 
would be at least eoneeptually replaeeable onee they had 
outlived their usefullife. The project resembles the work 
of the Japanese metabolists, although it seems as if the 
press ures of a reallocation . a budget, and a programme, 
enforced a less spectacular and more compromised solu
tion . But this plan was further revised before reaehing 
its presenl form. 

Runcorn has been successful from a managerial point 
of view. The task of building this town and equipping it 
as proposed in the original plan is fundamenlally ac
eomplished, and the result is an example of organisa
tional capability. There exists a sense of care in the 
detailing and the eompletion of roads, parks and 
houses. Trees have been planted in profusion and excepl 
for the major buildings (including Stirling's eomplex) it 
is evident that Ihere has -been an emphasis upon Ihe crea
lion of an "amicablc" envi ronment, an island of civility 
in this heavily industrialised region. Tiled roofs, brick 
walls, timber fences and picturesque arrangements seem 
to confirrri this image. lt is also true that, because of its 
being a new town, there is as yet no dereliction or sense 
of deeay. The contrast is striking when comparing Run
corn with Liverpool or Manchester, the two largest cities 
in its proximity. Indeed, it seems contradictory that the 
human and financial effort which has been put into the 
building of this new town could not have been concen
trated on the rescue of these historieal centres. The issue 
is very pressing at the moment, but is not dealt with in 
this essay. For good or evil, Runcorn is a fact , a new ur
ban centre added 10 the map of this country. 

Southgale are. 
James Stirling's residential complex lies immedialely 

to the south of the shopping building, nanked to its west 
side by the molorway whieh cuts aeross the town in a 
north-south direction. The motorway banks rein force a 
nalural basin inside wh ich Ihe residential buildings 
dcvelop, with the Hallon hili closely visible to the norlh. 
The scheme is entirely untypical of the residential 
islands of the town. It makes reference to Georgian ter
raced houses and courts , it has a strong monolithic 
character, and it makes no concession to picturesque im
ages or to the use of vernacular elements . Its fabric is 
imposing. its layout is rather meehanical and the seale 
monumental. It is eonstituted by two groups of 
buildings, the first phase being published in various ar
ehitectural journals and included in the book farnes 
Slirling: Buildings and Projecls 1950-74. The second
phase buildings, which are less well-known, are groups 
of terrace houses, more conventional in planning but of 
a disconcerting character. Light-weighl timber frame 
constructions clad in vertical panels of glass-reinforced 
polyester of very bright eolours, alternated, ereate very 
large-seale stripes of orange, white, blue or green eol
ours. 

General layout 
Stirling's seheme undoubtedly responds to adesire for 

the creation of an urban realm within Runcorn , which 
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8. Runcorn , fO,'lne di Southglile. 8. Runcorn. ruins of Southi3te. 
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10. Runeorn, paesaggio industria
le da Hallon Castle. 
11, 12. Runeorn rieonsiderata, la 
pi.nla di Nolli seeondo Stirling. 
13. Runeorn Southgate fase 1, uni
tie"terrace". 
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10. Runeorn: Indu!ltrial landscape 
from Hiliton Castle. 
11, 12. Runeorn reconsidered, 
StirJing's Nolli pilin. 
13. Runeorn Southgate phase oße, 
the unlt and the terraee. 

Viene proposto un asse centrale, poi inspiegabilmentc 
soppresso daU'ingombrante presenza di un bloeeo pi" 
grande ehe racchiude la corte maggiore. Parallelamente 
ad esso eorTe un ampio viale ehe raceoglie il traffico pro
veniente daJle varie strade, le quali si basano sul coneet· 
to delle strade senza uscita, di solo accesso, col risultato 
che i percorsi si fannQ confusi e va perso il sen so della 
direzione. 

NeUa pubblicazione di Stirling (Buildings and Pro
ject,s) vengono presentate come fonte di riferimento le 
piazze georgiane, ma le eorfi di Runcorn hanno sempre 
fronti su strada su duc lati e facciate sugli altri due. 
Quindi, esse non ereano un settore pubblico , ne possono 
trasformarsi in giardini interni ad uso dei soli abitanti. 
Questa eontraddizione si fa apparente ove si eonsideri il 
fatto ehe gli alberi sono stati piantati a filari, cosi da 
creare due piani virtuali ehe suggeriscono iI completa
mento della chiusura deUa corte e la continuita deUa 
strada. Alcune delle prime proposte per Southgate si ba
savano sull'idea di strade e di piazze che formavano 
blocchi di dimensioni assai grandi. E possibile ehe que
ste proposte siano state scartate su iniziativa delle auto· 
rita responsabili della citta. Le terrazze residenziali sono 
simili a molte terrazze georgiane, per il fatto ehe non vi e 
in esse individuazione degli ango1i ne sviluppo di una ti
pologia d'angolo. 

La revisione dei progelto 
Di tutti i progetti di Stirling, Runcorn sembra essere 

quello ehe ha subito trasformazioni pill sostanziali allor
ehe venne inserito neUa · sua proposta per il piano dei 
Nolli , Settore IV , Qui, I'organizzazione assiale e vigoro
samente ripristinata, gli edifici sono disposti simmetri
camente lungo la str:!da maggiore e la seconda fase e in
teramente omessa . Si pub dunque concludere ehe, se 
Stirling avesse agito senza i vineoli postigli a Runeorn, 
avrebbe sviluppato 10 schema seeondo Ie linee deI piano 
dei NoIli? La domanda resta senza risposta e non fa ehe 
rafforzare I'apparente contraddizione col vero progetto 
di Runcorn e il suo frustrato asse eentrale. 

La tipologia edill.ia 
Gli edifici deUa prima fase sono innegabilmente impo

nenti. La sezione combina una struttura a intelaiatura 
monumentale ehe crea il fronte su strada con una strut· 
tura di terrazze a gradinata visibile dallato dei giardino. 

Questa situazione viene ulteriormente analizzata pi':' 
avanti, ma anzitutto, e importante considerare Je unita 
residenziali. Lo schema offre sia aecessi a scaJe. assai 
frequenti , sia un sistema di accessi orizzontali, ehe si svi
luppa a livello dei secondo piano e forni see un coUega
menta riparato fra le terrazze e il centro per aequisti: se· 
nonehe i ponti ehe coUegano una terrazza al1'altra sono 
senza eopertura. Jl progetto della terrazza e tale ehe vi e 
una torre per le scale fra ogni coppia di appartamenti. 
La tipologia edilizia potrebbe essere artieolata in due 
sottotipologie diverse: una basata sull'accesso mediante 
seale, l' altra basata sull'idea di case eostruite su un po
dio (strade pubbliehe a liveUo deI seeondo piano) . Tutta
via, sembra esservi una ridondanza di accesso pubblieo e 
gli appartamenti ehe danno sulla strada elevata manea
no di queUa privacy ehe hanno invece gli appartamenti 
dei piani superiori. 

Jl piano terra e oecupato da garage di fronte aUa stra
da, ehe diventa una strada ingabbiata, con le automobili 
pareheggiate accanto ai garage ehe ostruiscono il percor
so pedonale. Gerarchicamente, la precedenza e attribui
ta alla passerella, ehe diventa essa stessa strada, mentre 
la strada vera e propria diventa un percorso ausiliario. 
Quindi, I'ordine urbano elementare e sovvertito, il setto
re pubblico resta indefinito, orizzontalmente per la na
tura simultaneamente pubblica e privata deUe corti, e 
verticalmente per la duplicazione delle strade. Gli edifici 
della seconda fase sono eostruzioni a terrazza a due 0 a 
tre piani, corrispondenti a tipologie ben stabilite, benehe 
il loro sisterna costruttivo e, in particolare, illoro "tes
suto". sia deJ tutto insolito. Qui, le corti si fanno giardi
ni comunaIi, la strada diventa pedonale e I'accesso al 
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parcheggio e situato all'aperto, in eiascuna corte. Le 
condutture deI riscaldamento centralizzato corrono a li
veUo delle eoperture e si estendono da una terrazza aUa 
successiva aU'altezza dei tetto, sostenute da telai metaUi
ci. Questa caratteristica, ehe e i1 risultato di eonsidera
zioni economiche, ha l'effetto di port are un servizia aIla 
qualita di monumento e anche qui, eome nel Centre 
Pompidou, J'architettura sembra affermarsi come cele
brazione deUa tecnologia. L'effetto e perturbante, se si 
considera che J'intera cittä risente deHa vicinanza ecces
siva e quasi soverchiante dell 'industria. delle autostrade 
e di tutti i simboli dei potere industriale. 

Akune ipotesi .ulla tipologla edillzia: Southgate e 1I via
dolto 

Southgate ha una linea di tetto fortemente orizzonta
le. Sembra quasi ehe in essa sia stato stabilito un preciso 
liveUo per I'altezza deI tetto, e ehe gli altri livelli siano 
stati adattati al profilo deI paesaggio. Tuttavia, bencM 
tutti gli edifici deU. prima fase abbiano la stessa altezza, 
viene a crearsi l'impressione che il terreno sia stato sca
vato verso ovest per far spazio agli edifici. 

. L'orizzontalitä di queste terrazze e una earatteristica 
ehe eolpisce. Essa non deriva, earne in La Tourette, da 
una eoncezione globale, nel cui ambito Ia linea deI tetto 
e vigorosa e riposante e i livelli pill bassi descrivono un 
profilo accidentale, ma corrisponde aUa ripetizione di 
una tipologia edilizia. L'orizzontalitä e accentuata dalla 
natura a viadotto deUa semi-intelaia tura delle terrazze. 
Ed e quando si coUegano queste strutture ai viadotti ehe 
emerge un'immagine potente. Sia la loro forza ehe la 10-
ro monumentalita aequistano una giustificazione e, eo
me nel progelto di viadotto contenente case a Deptford, 
le unita residenziali sono qui contenute sotto ed entro il 
telaio. 

Gli alzati posteriori delle ease di Royal Mint di Leon 
Krier, corrispondono aHa stessa eoneezione , ad eccezio
ne' dei fatto ehe i piloni non eontengono seale, ma sem
brano eorrispondere a un preconeetto circa l'apparenza 
esterna degli edifici. Come a Runeorn. vi e una facciata 
rientrante, ma vi sono anche suggerimenti su eome far 
rientrare Ia facciata fino al fronte dei giardino. Costru
zioni romani ehe e moresche insinuano caratteristiche 
d'identita per le singole case. Vi sono ovvii riferimenti al 
progetto Obus per Argei, di Le Corbusier, dove lastrut
tura principale e fornita dall'architetto e i tamponamen
ti possono variare all'infinito. E, per sirana eoinciden
za, gli edifici di Obus sono viadotti ehe sostengono le 
autostrade a liveUo dei telto. 

Le facciate giardino di Royal Mint sono versioni rivi
ste di Runeorn. Le proposte sono cambiate e sono carn
biate le finestre a livello di cornicione, e stato introdotto 
un baleone e le parti terminali sono chiaramente affer
mate come telai a portale, senza aggetti. A Runcorn Ie 
parti terminali sono aggettanti, ma potrebbero venir 
eoneepite come archi spezzati, e, di eonseguenza , la di
seontinuita dei telai che eostituiscono il viadotto sembra 
derivare dall'erosione dei tempo. Questa eoncezione e 
naturalmente deI tutto speculativa, non vi e prova alcu
na ehe essa sia stata aUa base dei progetto di Runeorn. 
Tuttavia da non e rilevante ai nostri fini: J' jmportanza 
deUa eoncezione sta nel suo farsi principio formativo di 
un possibile nuovo progetto di Runcorn . 

Infatti, si pub immaginare un campo occupato da 
Slrutture a viadotto originariamente intersecantisi I'un 
I' altra ad angoli retti, ma ehe, col passar dei tempo, si 
siano erose al punto di diventare strutture indipendenti. 
Queste strutture erose sono integrate da nuove costru
zioni ehe ereano fronti residenziali eontinui. 

Soutbgate: tessuto-monumento 
Se si trasportano a Runcom le "rovine deI tempio di 

Vespasiano", di Roma, si fa chiaro corne I'esistenza di 
una struttura colossale domini Ia strada. Non vi e scala 
mediatrice, e il tessuto e monumentalizzato a UD liveHo 
tale ehe, in un simile complesso, non vi e ragione alcuna 
di creare monumenti. Cio collega Runcorn ai progetti 
dei metabolisti giapponesi e agli edifici delle megastrut-
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would be set as an alternative to the dispersion of the 
neighbouring settlements. It is organised in a rigid grid 
pattern, creating a sequence of square and rectangular 
courts. A central axis is proposed, and inexplicably sup
pressed, by the obtrusive presence of a larger block 
which encloses the major court. Parallel to it runs a wide 
boulevard, whieh collects the traffic emerging all the 
residential streets. The street is entirely based on the idea 
of cul-de-sac streets, with the effect that routes become 
confusing and the sense of direction is lost. 

Georgian squares are presented in Stirling's publica
tion (Buildings and Projects) as a source of reference, 
but the Runcorn courts are always faced by street fronts 
on two sides and back facades on the other sides. Thus 
they do not create a public realm, nor can they become 
inner gardens for the use of residents ooIy. This COll

tradiction becomes apparent when eonsidering the fact 
that trees have been planted in rows such that they 
create two virtual planes which suggest the completion 
of the enclosure of the court and the continuity of the 
street. Some of the early proposals for Southgate were 
based on the idea of streets and squares forming very 
large blocks. It could be that these proposals were 
discarded on the initiative of the authorities in charge of 
the town. The residential terraces are similar to most 
Georgian terraces in that there is 00 recognition of the 
corners, and 00 development of a corner type. 

The revision of the plan 
Runcorn seems to be - of all of Stirling's projects

the one which suffers more substantial transformations 
when inserted in his proposal for the Nolli Plan, sector 
IV. Here, the axial arrangement is strongly re-establi
shed, buildings are placed symmetrically along the ma· 
jor street, and the second phase is entirely omitted. Can 
one eonclude that had Stirling operated without such 
constraints as he confronted in Runcorn he would have 
developed the scheme according to the Nolli Plan lines? 
The question remains open, but it only reinforces the 
apparent contradietion with the real Runcorn plan and 
its frustrated central axis. 

The building type 
The buildings of the first phase are undeniably impos

ing. The section combines a monumental frame struc
ture which creates the street front with a stepped terrace 
structure as it appears to the garden side. 

This situation is further analysed below, but first it 
seems important to analyse the residential units. The 
scheme offers both very frequent staircase access and a 
horizontal access system which occurs at second floor 
level, and provides a sheltered connection between the 
terraces and the shopping centre, except that the bridges 
linking one terrace to another are left without roof 
cover. The plan of the terrace is such that there is one 
staircase-tower between each pair of flats. The building 
type could be unfolded into two different types: one 
based on a staircase access, the other based on the idea 
of houses built on a podium (second floor level public 
street). However. as it stands, there seems to be a redun
dancy of public access, and the flats fronting the 
elevated street are deprived of the privacy which the top 
flats enjoy. 

The ground floor is occupied by garages fronting the 
street which becomes a mews-type street with cars park
ed next to the garages obstructing the pedestrian route. 
Hierarchically, the emphasis has been placed on the 
elevated walkway as the street, the actual street becom
ing a subsidiary route. Thus the elementary urban order 
iS subverted, the public fealm being left undefined 
horizontally because of the simultaneous public-private 
nature of the courts, and vertically because of the 
duplication of streets. 

The second phase buildings are two or three storey 
high terrace houses. They correspond to well-established 
types, although their constructional system, and in par
ticular, their 'Ifabric", is entirely unusual. Here the 
courts become moresecluded communal gardens, the 

street pedestrianised, and the par king access occurs in 
eaeh court in the open. Distriet heating ducts run at roof 
level and span from one terrace to the next at roof 
height, supported on metal frames. This feature, whieh 
is a result of cost considerations, has the effect of raising 
service to the quality of a monument and, as in the Cen
tre Pompidou, the architecture seems to be stated as a 
celebration of technology. The effect is disturbing con
sidering that the whole town suffers from being too 
dose to, and indeed almost overwhelmed by, industry, 
motorways and the symbols of industrial might. 

Some hypotheses on the building type: Runeorn 
Southgate and the viaduet 

Runcorn Southgate has a very strong horizontal roof· 
line. It is almost as if a datum level has been established 
at roof level, the other levels adapting to the contours of 
the land. However, though all buildings of the first 
phase are equally high, it creates the impression of the 
ground having been excavated to the west side to make 
room for the buildings. 

The horizontality of these terraces is a striking 
feature. It doesn't derive, as in La Tourette, from an 
established idea of building from the sky to the ground, 
the roofline being strong and restful, the lower levels 
describing an accidental contour. It corresponds to the 
repetition of a building type. The horizontality is accen
tuated by the viaduct nature of the frame-half of the ter
races. And it is when one relates these struetures to the 
viaducts that a powerful image emerges. Both their 
strength and their monumentality become justified and, 
as in the project for a viaduct containing houses in Dept
ford. the residential units are contained underneath and 
within the frame. 

The back elevations of Leon Krier's Royal Mint 
houses conform to the same idea, except that the piers 
do not contain stairs but seem to correspond to a 
preconception with regard to the external appearance of 
the buildings. As in Runcorn, there exists a recessed 
facade, but there are suggestions as to how the facade 
could be pushed back to the garden front. Romanesque 
and moorish (self-help?) constructions begin to suggest 
are-establishment of an identity for the individual 
hauses. There are obvious references to the Obus pro
ject for Argel by Le Corbusier, where the major struc
ture is provided by the architect, and houses become in
fills of infinite variety. And by coincidence, it so hap· 
pens that the Obus buildings are viaducts supporting the 
roadways at roof level. 

Tbe Royal Mint housing garden facades are a revised 
version of Runcorn. The propositions have changed and 
so have the windows at cornice level, a balcony has been 
introduced, and the ends are dearly stated as a final por
tal frame, without projeetions. The ends do project in 
Runcorn but one could conceive of them as being 
broken arches, and consequently, the discontinuity of 
the frames which constitute the viaduct appear to derive 
from the erosion of time. This notion is, of course, en
tirely speculative. There is no evidence to prove that it 

,informed the Runcorn project. However, this is not rele
vant to the purpose of this paper, for its importance lies 
in the fact of its becoming a strong notion which could 
serve for the foundation of a new project in Runcorn. 

Thus one can imagine a field occupied by viaduct 
structures whieh originally intersected each other but 
whieh, in the course of time, have eroded to the point of 
becoming independent structures, these free-standing 
eroded structures are complemented by new construc
tions creating continuous residential fronts. 

Runcom Southgate: Tbe monument i8 the fabric 
When the "ruins of the temple of Vespasian" in 

Rome are transposed to Runcorn. it becomes dearer 
how the existence of a colossal structure dominates the 
street. There is no mediating scale, and the fabric is 
monumentalised to such a pitch that there is almost no 
scope for the creation of monuments in such a setting. 
This relates Runcorn to the projects of the J apanese 
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ture in cui tutto e monumentalizzato e ogni distinzione 
gerarchica e soppressa. Tessuto e monumento sooo una 
stessa cosa, per cui non vi e separazione fra architettura 
civica 0 domestica. Un semplice ma essenziale concetto 
urbano viene omesso. 

Il tempio di Abu Symbel in Egitto suggerisee una pos
sibile soluzione alternativa, nella Quale le nieehie pro
fonde ereate da una cornice colossale si fanno impianti 
scenici per sculture costruite a scala monumentale. La 
scala e Quindi sovvertita e le figure ereano la condizione 
di singolarit3 appropriata a un monumento. Abu Sym
bel puo essere interpretato came una dialettica fra strut· 
ture colossali: la comice, astratta e generale. e le figure 
disposte nelle nieehie, specifiehe ed uniehe. 

La comice e presente a Runcorn, ma non limitata da 
una specifica definizione di luoghi oe da una presa di 
posizione sul fatto di appartenere al mondo dei monu
menti 0 al mondo piu prosaico deI tessuto urbano. Que
sta distinzione e non solo legittima, ma necessaria. Per 
la trasformazione della cornice, potrebbero essere pro
posti due modelli: Abu Symbel per la ereazione di un or
dine monumentale, le case-viadotto di Deptford per la 
de-monumentalizzazione de11a cornice. 

Conclusione 
Runcorn si sta avvicinando al completamento secon

do il programma originario. E una cittä. nuova e gode 
dei privilegio di non portar segni di abbandono ne di de
cadimento. E in superscala, quindi non soffre di eonge
stione dei traffieo, di sovraffoUamento 0 di soffocazio
neo E gentile e domestica Quando se ne vedono le zone 

residenziali , e dura - a volte brutale - quando tenta di 
collegare i vari frammenti urbani e di creare un grande 
eentro eivieo . Riduee la vita pubbliea allo stato di biso
gno indesiderato ma inevitabile. 

Una casa in una citta non pUD mai essere un castello, 
se deve contribuire acreare UD settore urbane in cui casa 
e cittä. siano entita complementari e quindi incomplete in 
se. Lo slogan - " la casa di UD inglese e un castello" -
crudele com'e, ave 10 si appJichi a case 0 appartamenti a 
eosto minimo - e stato sinteticamente propagandato e 
trasformato in simbolo di idiosiDerasia nazionale. Tutti 
sanno ehe, se tutte le case pretendono di essere castelli , i 
locali dei Bingo e i luogbi di seommesse sostituiseono, di 
conseguenza, i centri di vita sociale, e i supermercati e 
gli ipermereati sostituiscono i negozi e i mercati aperti, 
la musica registrata e i divertimenti prefabbrieati sop
piantano la musica dal vivo e i rituali sociali e, innne, le 
vacanze organizzate non sono un godimento, ma un bi
sogno pressante di mettersi periodicamente a eontarto 
eon un mondo ehe non ha aneora raggiunto 10 stesso li· 
vello di eommercializzazione e di de-urbanizzazione. Il 
turismo di massa e infatti spinto. non solo dal bisogno 
di trovare luogbi piil soleggiati, ma anehe di rieonquista
re una ..forma piil sottile di vita collettiva, di godere la 
strada. un atteggiarnento rilassato verso le riunioni col
lettive, una liberazione dalla tirannia della macchina e 
dei televisore. 

La zona centrale di Runeorn ha bisogno di un inter· 
vento urgente; il centro aequisti, per la sua natura intro· 
versa e iI sua eontrollo monopolizzatore sulle funzioni 
urbane, e un'affermazione urbana, senza essere poi 
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giunta a eompimento. Un progetto per la riurbanizza
zione di Runeorn dovrebbe mirare a ristabilire la eonti
nuitä dei tessuto urbano, ineoraggiare 10 sviluppo speci
fieo di luoghi aventi un'identita, individuare aree di 
maggiore uso pubblieo e investirle dei simboli deUa vita 
eollettiva, de-monumentalizzare il tessuto deUa eilt" e 
stabilire una distinzione precisa fra settore pubblico e 
privato, ponendo in essere mezzi sottm ed efficaci per 
filtrare la vita da un settore aU'altro. Questo progetto ri
chiederebbe anzitutto un'accurata reinterpretazione 
dell'esistente tessuto urbano, una valutazione attenta 
dei suoi pregi aUuaü e potenziali, un accertamenlo dei 
difetti. Oceorrerebbe rivedere leggi e regolamenti ehe 
formano 10 sviluppo urbano, rendendoli tali da far di 
Runeorn una cittil, anziehe impedirle di trasformarsi in 
tale, corne oggi avviene. Bisognerebbe informare e con
sultare in ogni paese gli attuali abitanti , perehe possano 
contribuire alla ereazione di un sistema di compensazio
oe attentamente equilibrato per i eambiamenti portati 
dall'attuazione deI piano. Non e poi cosa irrealizzabile, 
ove si pensi ehe iI proeesso stesso genererebbe benessere, 
col trasformare in risorsa il territorio. Le compensazioni 
potrebbero avvenire a mezzo di pagamenti 0 di effettivi 
migliorarnenti aUe proprietil. Sarebbe ingenuo pensare 
ehe la neeessitil di un tale piano sia subito evidente a tut
ti. 11 modo di vita oggi prevalente dipende dall'esistenza 
di agglomerati urbani ehe creseono al di fuori di ogni 
controllo, e pure guarda eon sospetto alla vita di ciua. 
Sarebbe pero dei pari ingenuo il ritenere ehe I'attuale 
eaos urbane sia risultato da una determinazione coscien
te, calcolata e universale. 



metabolists and the megastructure buildings where 
everything is monumentalised and hierarchical distinc
tion is suppressed. Fabric and monument are one single 
thing so that there is 00 realm for civic or domestie ar
chitecture. A simple but essential urban coocept is omit
ted. The temple of Abu Symbel in Egypt suggests a 
possible alternative solution where the deep niehes 
created by the colossal frame become the setting of 
sculptures built to a monumental scale. The scale is thus 
subverted and the figures create the condition of 
singularity appropriate to a monument. Abu Symbel 
can be interpreted as a dialectic between colossal struc
tures: the frame, abstract and general, and the figures 
set within the niches, specific and unique. The frame ex
ists in Runcorn but with no limit as to the specific defini
tion of places, and no decision as to whether it belongs 
to the world of monuments or to the more prosaic world 
of the urban fabric. This distinction is not only 
legitimate but necessary. Two models could be proposed 
for the transformation of the frame: Abu Symbel for 
the creatioo of a monumental order. the viaduct-houses 
in Deptford for the de-monumentalizing of the frame. 

Conclusion 
Runcorn is approaching completion according to its 

original programme. It is new and it enjoys the privilege 
of the absence of dereliction and signs of decay. It is 
overscaled, thus it doesn't suffer from traffie congestion 
or suffocation. It is kind and homely when seen in its 
residential areas, it is crude-sometimes brutal- when it 
attempts to link the various urban fragments and to 

create a major civie centre. It reduces public life to the 
status of an undesidered but inevitable need. 

A house in the city can never be a castle if it wants to 
contribute to an urban realm where house and city are 
eomplementary entities. and therefore incomplete in 
themselves. This slogan - "the Englishman's horne is a 
castle" - cruel as it is when applied to minimal-cost 
houses and apartments, has been consistently pro
pagated and made ioto a symbol of the nation's idiosyn
crasy. Everybody knows that when all houses pretend to 
be castles, bingo halls and betting shops consequently 
replace centres of social life, supermarkets and hyper
markets replaee shops and open markets, paekaged 
music and packaged entertainment supplant live musie 
and social rituals, and finally, the packaged holiday 
becornes, not an indulgence;.but a pressing need to keep 
periodically in touch with a world which has not yet 
reached the same degree of commercialism and de
urbanizatioo. For mass tourism is bound up, not only 
with a search for sunnier places, but also with an urge 
for the reconquest of a subtler mode of collective life. 

The central area of Runcorn asks for urgent action; 
the shopping centre, because of its monolithic and in
troverted nature and its rnonopolising control over ur
ban functions,· is. an unbearable obstruction to the 
development of urban life in the town. So too Stirling's 
residential scheme, because of its excessively monofune
tional quality, beeause of the absence of an appropriate
ly public realm, because of the lack of a hierarchieal 
distinction between its various places and its general 
abstract eharaeter. Also and perhaps first of all because 
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it is stated as ao urban promise without reaching its 
fulfilment. 

A plan for the re-urbanizing of Runcorn should aim 
at re-establishing the continuity of its urban fabric, en
couraging the distinctive development of places with 
identity, identifying certain areas wirh a major public 
use and investing them with the symbols of collective 
life, de-monumentalising the fabric of the town and 
establishing apreeise distinction between private and 
publie realms with the development of subtle and effee· 
tive means of filtering life from one to the other. This 
plan would first require a careful reinterpretation of the 
existing fabric of the town, one which assessed its pre
sent and potential virtues and established its failures. 
The present inhabitants would need to be informed and 
eonsulted at every stage, and should contribute to the 
establishment of a carefully balaneed system of eompen
sation for the changes brought about by the implemen
tation of the plan. This is not so difficult if one thinks 
that the very process would generate wealth by the fact 
of making land ioto aresource. Compensations could 
occur by means of payments or actual improvements to 
the properties. 

It would be naive to assurne that the necessity of such 
a plan would become immediately apparent to every
body. The dominant life style today depends on the ex
istence of urban conglomerates of uneontrolled growth, 
and yet it is deeply suspicious of civic life. It would be 
equally naive, though, to assurne that the present urban 
chaos has arisen out of a conscious, calculated, and 
universal determination. 
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54 Progetto di riurbanizzazione di Runcorn 
Rodrigo Perez de Arce 
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Reurbanization project of Runcorn 
Rodrigo Perez de Arce 
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Runcorn zon. nord 
6-8. Cen'ro civico. intemi deli. sabl deUt assemblee e 
vedut. d. sud. 
9. Assonometrill della zoos nord e di Southgale. 
10. Assonometria roß la sals de1le assemblee e la piaz
za delis fon'.na. 
11. l.a 'ontana. 
12. La piazza deli. fontan. verso nord. 
13. Le terrazze sol lelti dai glarellnt dei centro clvioo. 

3' 

3' 
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Runcorn north area 
6-8. Assembly Han, interlors of assembly room and 
view from the south. 
9. Axonometry of north area and Southgate. 
10. Axonometry with assembly room and fountain 
square. 
11. The fountain. 
12. Fountain square to the norlh. 
13. Roof lerraces from civlc centre gardens. 
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14. La nnova poria dl Runcom. 
15, 16. laianilnl sul tetti. 

14. Runcom oew Kate. 
tS, 16. Roof gardens. 
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